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1. The paper of. which this is a summary pressnts an argument in favour of ar 

industrial location  policy that  is based on regional Sülf-financinr and joi-t 

planning of the  industrial development of advanced, and backward regions within 

an interregional  system.    Such a policy  is the  interregional  counterpart  of the 

well-known "trade-not-aid" policy   that  has  been extensively discuccod in  the 

international  context but that  is  equally applicable,   and in fact  considerably 

easier to apply,   at  the level of regions within a single country. 

2. This policy recommendation is  contrary both to established free-trade 

policies and to policies of global  product maximization.     It  is shown to flow from 

a shift  in the  point  of view adopted  towards  the basic motive forpes of econo-ic 

development,  replacing the stress on material  factors,   stock accumulation,  and 

resource allocation by an emphasis on economic development as a process of cultural 

transformation in which orientation to growth plays a crucial role.    Conventional 

mathematical programming models which underlie  the moro sophisticated versions of 

projeot evaluation and industrial  location criteria have a series of major 

deficiencies in coping with  the kind of information that assumes key importance • 

under the changed point of view towards development.     In their cucU.nary verrions, 

such models can be expected to yield .fundamentally biased and misleading results. 

3. Some of the modifications that   these models require are  sketched out at a 

highly aggregated level, by means of three simple interregional growth models. 

These models embody systematic shifts  in the savings behaviour,   capital absorption 

capacity,  and productivity characteristics of each region,    ""he shifts are in p--rt 

autonomous,  representing what  is regarded as the normal course of dovelop-iont,   a>;d 

in part induced.     In particular,   interference with development   in the form cf 

syphoning off the savings of backward regions  is assumed to stifle autor.cv.r.a crowll. 

tendencies.    The  inability of converting savings into  investment,   do to 
(«f capital goods,   is likewise assured to result  in an induced r t'_rda;icn of 

normal autonomous course of development. 

4. An interregional  "trade-not-aidw policy is shown tc   be generally brr.c-ii, 

'''•1.7 to tho backward region,  but  to  the system as a whole,  cf: >n  inn Lia ir. ~ \\ 

'•''•'mood region as well.    Tho conclusions apply with particule f.T-e to tr.t- 

'•'",. the social  and political  preconditions for an ori. .T. Ut io.:  t:>  .~r-\':h v; 
.'•'••Tjnt. 
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A.    INTRODUCTION 

1.      General framework of the Inquiry 

The main policy issue in regard to industrial location and 

regional development is often posed as the choice between geograph- 

ical centralization or decentralisation.    While strong argumente have 

been put forward for either alternative, the *i of professional 

opinion, under the influence of an increasingly clear recognition of 

the technological advantages of large-scale production and industrial 

concentration, has recently swung towards favouring centralization. 

The importance of growth poles, following the work of François Perroux-^, 

is widely recognized.    Developing countries and regions are thus strongly 

cautioned against spreading their scarce investment resources too thin 

by attempting to follow a policy of geographically balanced growth.    It 

is argued that such a policy would, among other things, drastically 

impair their capital/output ratios and thereby directly reduce their 

growth rates, while the resulting increased production costs would 

also damage their baianee-of-payments positions with the outside world, 

with obvious further ill effects. 

There can be no question concerning the validity of the technical/ 

economic phenomena underlying this point of view.    Tr-e existence of 

economies of scale and the closely related economies connected with the 

sharing of pooled productive facilities and resources (processes, machines, 

inventories, skilled work-force, technical services, organizational know- 

how,  social-overhead facilities and services) is established beyond doubt, 

and is in many instances quantified or on the point of quantification. 

Elaborate economic models can be and in some instances have been defined 

for the detailed numerical exploration of these phenomena; this line of 

inquiry will undoubtedly be pursued with increasing vigour in the near 

V      For a brief exposition, see 7. Perroux, "Economic Space:    Theory and 
Applications," Quarterly Journal of Economics. Febi-uary 1950;  "Note 
sur la notion de 'Pole de Croissance' ", Economie Appliquée. Institute 
de Science Economique Appliquée, Paris, January-June 1955; and "La 
firme motrice dans la régi« et la région motrice," in Théorie et 
Politique de l'Exmnslon Régionale. Transactions of the International 
Colloquium of the Institute of Economic Science, Liège, aruxellss, 1961. 
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future, particularly with the coming of age of analytical tech- 

nique« that can explicitly deal with indivisibilities and increasing 

returns to scale (integer programming, simulation).*'     Yet something 

essential is missing from these models as currently formulated, not- 

withstanding their broad coverage and greet sophistication.    These 

models are based on a conceptual framework of resource allocation, 

emphasising the accumulation of capital stocks and the productivity of 

these stocks under a given technology, taking into account alternative 

production processes, alternative geographical locations, and (in so 

far as data permit) alternative time phasing*.    What is underplayed or 

missing is content having to do with motivation, social interaction, 

institutionalisation, and political action.    These elements, it is 

often asserted, should properly be introduced at the level of political 

djgclfipjijnaiüLMf ***** upon the backdrop provided by the models that 

admittedly cover only some aspects of reality.    But what if the 

2/ Some basic texts on mathematical programming are:    Koopmans, T.J., 
«*•, Activity Analvis in Production and Allocation. New York, 
Wiley, 1951;    Dentslg, G.B., Linear Programming and Extensions 
Princeton university Press, 1963;    Had ley, G., Linear Programming. 
Reading, Mass., Addieon-Wesley, I96I;    Graves, R.L., and Wolfe, P.', 
«a»., Recent Advance« in Mathematical Programming. New York, 
McGraw-Hill, I963.    For applications to economic and planning 
problem«, see R. Dorfman, P.  A.  Samuelson, and R.  Solow, Linear 
Programming and Economic Analvals.    New York, McGraw-Hill,1958; 
H. B. Chenery and P. G. Clark,  Interlnduatry Economic». Wiley, 
New York, 1959; and A. S. Manne and H. M. NarkowlU, eds., Studie« 
in Proce»« Analy«U. Economy-Wide Production Capability«. New York, 
Wiley, ITO.    Mathematical programming models encompa«sing entire 
economie« have been publiehed in:    Chenery, H.B., The Role of 
Industrialisation in Development Programs", American Economic Review. 
May 1955;    Frisch, R., Main Features of the 0«lo Median Model. 
Social Economie Institute, University of Oslo, Norway, 1956; 
J. Sendee, A Demonstration Planning Model for India. New York, Asia 
Publishing House, I960;    Manne, A.S., "Key Sectors of the Mexican 
Economy"    in Manne and Markowitz, eds., Studies in Process Analysis. 
2£.cit. ;   R. S.   Eckau», "Planning in India",  In M.  F.  Millikan,  Ed., 
National Economir m^nninfl    National Bureau of Economic Research, 
NrJ°r!lLÌ?IÌ •"* J- B'1

Nu«ent' Programming the Optimal Development 
Of th* Greek Economy. 195U-1961. Center of Planning and Economic 
Research, Athens, Greece, I966.    For integer programming techniquee, see 
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orientation provided by such one-sided models is Inherently and greatly 

misleading? 

The point of departure of the present paper is that economic 

development must be viewed first and foremost as a process of qual- 

itative cuiturai transformation involving human beings and societies, 

rather than primarily as a process of capital accumulation.    The post- 

war experience of rapid physical reconstruction in war-damaged coun- 

tries, reflected by phenomenal measured growth rates over United 

periods of time and typically terminated by a petering out of the so- 

called economic miracle, has already cast serious doubt upon the 

primacy of physical stock accumulation as the nucleus of the economic 

development process.    This impression is reinforced when reflecting 

upon the tremendous and discontinuous expansion of the economic capa- 

bilities of a society under the impact of outside threat or radical 

structural transformation, well documented by the descriptions of a 

number of war economie«, or of the economic feats of revolutionary 

societies that have utterly dumbfounded conservative observers.    While 

the economic processes in countries or regions that are successfully 

undergoing economic development may on many occasions and over relatively 

long historical period« be less dramatic than the phenomena Just men- 

tioned, we cannot prejudge that they are utterly devoid of the salient 

qualitative features of cultural transformation that characterise these 

more dramatic instances which cannot be Interpreted primarily In terms 

of capital accumulation. 

The fundamental objection to geographically centralised economic 

development, if pursued without a proper recognition of the fact that 

economic development means primarily a change in people rather than in 

(footnote   cont inued) 
Badley, 0., Jptasrar Pryrfjilpj,  Reading, Mass., Addleat-*«*lay, 
1966; M. L. Ballnakl, "Integer Progra—Ing:   Methods, Use«, Com- 
putation," Mjnajrfrrt Science. Vol. 12, 1965, 25V313; «* Chapter 
26 in Danttig, oj..sl£.    On «leulatien method« applied to economy- 
vide problem«, see I. P. Holland and R. V. Gillespie, SDBm^MKmt 

Biliirlt-f-^^"^ Policía«. M.l.T. Press, Cambridge, Me*.., 196% 
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things, is that it induces progress at selected growth centers 

vhile leaving large segments of the population untouched. As long as 

the focus is on capital, and en the fact that at any given moment toe 

existing stvicks of capital are by definition scarce since they cannot 

be expanded in the wink of an eye, development policy vili favour 

strategies that maximize the productivity of currently available 

stocks. Yet once the focus shifts to people, capital will appear in a 

different light. Instead of being Just a scarce resource that must 

be husbanded with the greatest parsimony, capital will appear more 

than anything as a byproduct of growth. If, therefore, a cultural 

transformation can be induced that will orient people individually 

and collectively toward economic growth, this process of growth itself 

will throw off the necessary capital required from moment to moment for 

the expansion of the economic base.^ Consequently, if the process of 

cultural transformation is limited to a few geographical growth centres, 

this will simply waste the humar potential of the untouched segments of 

the population, and will necessarily cut out the capital formation that 

would have been induced as a byproduct of a more generalized growth 

process. The end result will be a narrowly based developmental struc- 

ture whose prototype is the contrast between the capital city and the 

overpopulated regions in the remote countryside of almost any Latin 

American country, with trickle-down effects to the latter, if any, 

painfully slow and inadequate. The nearly century-long time lag 

between the industrialisation of the Italian Morth and South should be 

V 
The idea of capital as a byproduct of growth finds convincing 
expression in some of the writings of Branko Horvat.    See:    "The 
2EÜÜÜ î1? * ïnvMt"«nt>" Bconomlc Jou»ia| r December 1958; 
"Hetnodological Problems in Long-term Economic Development Pro- 
£ÎT5îî% togjftfftl^i»Ujfl «flfl PrnWitiztty., Ifaited Kations, 

Yugoslav Institute of Sconcale Research, Belgrade, I96V   The 
lama of orientation to growth as an operative concept in economic 
development is met in the late writings of Joan Robinson.   The 
present paper attempts to arrive at some regional-locational 
implications of these ideas. 
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a sharp warning of what «ay be expected even under relatively favour- 

able circumstances. 

This paper is an attempt to marshal arguments for economic develop- 

ment on as broad a front as is consistent with underlying me. ;.«rial 

realities. It Is based on the point of view that geographical central- 

isation versus decentralisation is a false alternative, grounded In 

a particularly narrow view of economic development. What is required 

is a set of criteria for deciding on the desirable degree of central- 

isation or decentralisation of particular economic activities, within 

an overall policy framework that stresses the broad aspects of cultural 

transformation connected with the process ef economic development. 

This point of view leads to the adoption of regional self-financing as 

a policy objective for the planned inter-regioaal location of industry. 

at least at the level of major regions. To be effective, howew, suca 

a policy depends critically on a complementary policy of planned promo- 

tion of new, non-traditional export Industries for backward regions 

within a developing inter-regional system, "'he two complementary 

policies will be referred to as the "trade-not-aidM approach to inter- 

regional development. 

The general statement given above on the role of human versus 

technical factors in economic development and on a point nf view 

stressing orientation to growth rathar than resource scarcity is 

intended as a frame of rvt«rence for the following inquiry. In order 

to be useful, this frame of reference nas to be translated tito 

analytical terms that lend themselves to creating a quantitative back- 

up for the social decision process, encompassing whatever is valid 

In the currently available technical/economic descriptions but going 

beyond them. 

It would be premature to attempt directly the definition of a 

new analytical structure that grows organically out of the frame of 

reference discussed above. Since the point of view expressed in this 

paper is by no means unique to the author, it is a fair guess that a 
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proper analytical structure will eventually emerge from the efforts 

of many.    The best that can be attempted now is to use the existing 

technical/economic descriptions and their Integrations into economic 

models of the resource-allocation type as a point of departure, and to 

indicate the kind of modifications, extensions, or unresolved inadequacies 

of these models that are immediately suggested by the shift in the point 

of view that is taken. In this way a gradual transformation of these 

models is initiated that may eventually lead to fundamental revisions 

of the analytical approach as a whole. 

2'      ***» Shortcomings of reapm-^ ajjocatlon models 

The principal shortcomings of current resource allocation models 

that require modifications are the following: 

(1) All mathematical-programming type resource allocation models  ' 

assiste th#»t a single objective function can be constructed that is 

made subject to maximization. Ir dealing with separate regions, this 

is often an impermissible distortion of reality. We may get an entirely 

false view of the possibilities of inter-regional development if we 

leave social and political factor« out of account that condition the 

Interaction between regions. While not much can be done to quantify 

the role of these factors, their clear recognition is essential in 

order to get away from the mechanical application of some global 

fMrt"1l"t1o" of the benefits achieved by the entire system of regions 

treating the division of these benefits as a secondary consideration. 

Oi the contrary, the precise nature of the interaction nay well 

determine the key features of the pattern of inter-regional growth. 

(2) Resource allocation models formulated in the customary way 

focus on the technological relationships involving production and 

transport, relegating to the sidelines relationships that depend on the 

quantification of motivations and behavior. As a result these models 

overstres« the scarcity of material goods in the course of developeent, 

especially when these goods function as stocks (means of production); 

BMÉHâl 
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«till» conversely they do not sufficiently emphasize that the scarcity 

of material goods diminishes as a direct result of the process of 

development itself.    Thi§ leads to a neglect of feedback effects fro« 

the process of development itself to the supply of effort, savings, 

skills, and innovations, all of which pertain to the human side of 

the development process. 
The concentration on material goods often falsely suggests that the 

scarcity of these goods is the sole constraint on developsent; yet the 

limitations on the effectivenes* of sheer doses of capital are veil 
known to developnent bankers and foreign aid administrators.   Thus the 

structure of Job skills is crucial for determining the absorptive 

capacity of an economy for given doses of capital.    Oirrent models have 

a bias toward treating the creation of job skills in a manner that is 

entirely analogous to the production of commodities; they assume that, 

given the proper input resources (including existing skills) any array 

of skills can be built up in the same way as a stock of goods.    Hence 

the popularity of the comeo* of "human capital".   Yet many crucial 

skills cannot be imparted independently from the grmdsal enalitative 

transformation of the structure of the entire productive and social 

fabric of the developing country or region. 

(3)   The role of economies of scale in regional development is 

generally recognised as a crucial one, but this recognition has not yet 
been translated into workable locational or project-evaluation criteria. 

This is all the more important since many phenomena usually diRCmssed 

under the heading of S&m&L JSSSStíJt or dlWomom|es also depend on 
economies of scale.    These phenomena include the role played by social 

overhead capital, the economies of agglomeration and urbanisation, and 

the interrelation of industries in a developing complex via the comple- 

mentary generation of consumer demand for each otmor'e products. 

The required modifications can at present Just be sketch«* ont 

Instead of being precisely formulated; none the less, the very con- 

sideration of the reouirements for these modifications will torn* to 
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affect in a systematic manner the policy conclusion« derived fro. 

locational and regionalnlevelopment models.    These »edification, tend 

to strengthen the argument for a policy of systematic support to the 

•ore backward regions by means of a planned division of industrial 

development that will offer to all regions the large potential benefit« due 
to economies of scale. 

B-  «gfiîOH^ DEVp^FMgfF;    OQWOW OR COWFLICTMT.  W 

In reaching efficient planning decisions,  it is necessary to 

assemble and scrutinise the available alternatives and to choose 

between then.    Bach of the alternative« has to be .elf-consistent and 
feasible, otherwise no meaningful choice is possible.   The act of , 

choosing, however, also pre-euppo.es the consideration of objectives, 

and this creates serious problem« in regard to industrial location 

decisions whenever the welfare of more than one region is affected. 

How shall the planner weigh the welfare of separate region« against 

each other?   In fact, the planner does not have full latitude for 

«aking binding decisions in this regard, since he cannot put into 

practice more than what the social and political forces operating in 

the various regions will ratify.    This ratification (or it« oppo«ite) 

may be effected by the direct political acceptance or rejection of 

a particular proposed plan, orinmw «ubtle ways, either by the 

reasonably smooth fulfillment of the plan or else by it. defeat through 

an accumulation of unforeseen difficulties, resistance., and   inefficien- 
cies. 

1'      *• OiYTOTnce of welfare ffVirtitf 

The problem posed here in tern, of the interests of different 
region, i. not unique to inter-regional planning; it suri... whenever 

• plan cover, different group, or different individual., and i. thu. an 

an ine.capable feature of all planning deci.ion..   «or i. it « easy 

problem to tackle analytically.   Even if the preference, of iMiviaml. 
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(as defined by neoclassical •ceraie») « accepted as a valid analyt- 

leal tool, the«« cannot bs syntheelsed into public or social preference«. 

Accordingly all  Joint decisionmaking (which is th. ultimate sanction 

of planning) depends at Iti cor« on the epmration of a social or pol- 

itical proc«M that 1» Irreducible to tha purely «trategic functioning 

of isolated Individual« and thaa bma to ba «tuâlad on it« own tarn«. 

Thi« «hould hardly coa« a« a surpris«, «lnc« there i« aftar all na 

reason to expect that th« potantialitiaa of aaa a« « acciai baing 

«hould be fully dl«cloaad by his behavior abstractly postulatad for 

a Hypothetical condition of total iaolation.    It Is revealing of tha 

preconesFtions within which this particular lina of sconoaic inquiry ha« 

been pursued that tha recognition ahould hare cos» with the force of 

shocka 
In searchina; for criteria for intar-ragional planning decisions, 

ve hays to be careful not to permit this approach to lead uà iato one 

of two opposite «rtre.es:   either to vi«w all atteapts at independent 

consideration of ragionai Intereste as arbitrary and therefore in- 

accessible to rational inquiry; or else, to short-circuit the entire 

problem through «xclusiv« attention to global optlaisatlon. 

While attempting to deal with the problea explicitly at the level 

of regions, it vili not bs neceeeary for the purposee of this Inquiry 

to analyse the aaae problea at tha full depth of separate individuals. 

Thare remains, aven so, the question of how to define a region as a unit 

of welfare lntareat.    We can chooae aaall or large regions, even supra- 

national regions composed of individual countries, as units of analysis. 

y     See I. J. Arrow, mpeiaJ Choice mal Infli-lmlMÜ vf¿»-- »•' York» 1951' 

5/     This is interestingly evident in the metaphors of the league«« 
chosen 'or stating ths fundementel enthemmtiosl theorems.    In 
relation to individual pref«ranees, a ific¿§l irtftHBCt tarima 
is described as being either lABmtmm « flsÇfrttrsil-  J^^ _ 
these term- sr« given • precis« «^^^f t*p^^JLî£. 
overtone« are unmistakable.    Sine« social choice sr« irreducible 
to ths praferenc«s of isolata« individual«, within this frame of 
sind they «re incosprehensible sat are tlierefore labelled as 
arbitrary or non-rational {iMBSËÊÊÙ   °* **m lnh«p«ntlT •»" 

(m*fi3s&£j£*)< 
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for plannIna parpaaaa   it i« «-.^wi    ^ 

irirr    * —»•«-. ». ^^ „, „,». .t j^ 

or«»» tin. ga^pM^ g^^ of lnilvld|^ irr-,^^. 
""«• tha point of via» «^ +w- ,., l*T*u.avant 
««•1 •   1   " **•"• " "•"*" Ut«~f-    <*cu„- 
«-- «-P.. ~U1 cu..«. »tu«u„«. ««.. ce ^^ ^ 
«"«Wine« cm .t tlMt b. nail, _^,„^, .      . ^^ 

1-Pwt.nt, bmw «thin th» aourn „.ti—-.*—    ».„ ••»•«*«» 

•* to oenr al«« «fi«.»! lm.,.4/ •rl' 

»» ~tl«^t.t. ltMi, ,. «, tartjtrt,,,, that 

•tat— «**, Mrt.,,^ ^    ldj,„rjr^   «t««. 

ft. Ur. elal. to th. «-,- ,^,t   *   .  " '•   "" •"tl— w ww priaary loyalty of lnftiTlMala    «. <•- ^-** 

TS _   »mm*   +* ~*.J —»-   it   . 
 lntlrAX, _ * ~~"  -*••* rwaaautal «•» tatara«*., ntJtt to ^ ^ potÄtul mMU^ 
Ptralttaé ta mi*» —«^ *.w ^*fW1^ •*• »w*rar 
F««t^ to pUjr «^ tH«n « .«bordine ^#.    p^,,^ ir•tm 

*^•tio« that âf fM. *w- f»o«rMfcl<ml 

loâlljr «ttimct to thiMtlrM M. ^ ^   , ^ tyP" 
of th. ^,«^.*                  — of tht loymltit. «owiu«! « brtmlf 
                                   "Clonai loymlti«. otnotituto m latent 

«oniitioni art raroly tha onàa «iL^üTJiL " ml#» *i,t 

r vili K- —,. .,r^ -^-w,•• «Mr which tha - •"1 ba prta«rtíri.íiL   * TÍT ^^ *"» «MMe 
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threat to central government since  'hey can serve to support  separatist 

political action whenever the bond of common  interest« within the «tate 

it aversi m i rod hy  regional   inequities.     In fact the continuing loyalty 

of such ragionai grouping»  is ganara I ly  nrcured by giving thaa « sig- 

nificant «hare in the power of central  government through some 

avaohanlaa of political represen ta ti on. 

2.       ñ* reconciliation of multiple OPjgcUvea,   In BTflnTMl^i Jg*l*f 

Por the formulation of programming models, this situation Implies 

that there exist several partly autonomous goal-setting units instead 

of a single unit vttoee welfare alms can simply be maximised.    411 

mathematical proajraasilng models,  however, presuppose the existence 

of a unique objective or goal that is being pursued Bingle-mindedly 

to such lengths as the economic limitation« built into the model vili 

parait.    When an economic problem present» it pelf in terns of several 

autonomous objectivée that have to be or are being pursued concurrently, 

it la mandatory to reconcile theae objectives in one way or another 

before It is even possible to formulate a programming model.   The   two 

principal mean« of achieving a formal reconciliation of multiple 

objectives are. 

(a)   Tne selection of one objective aa the principal one that 

will be maximised.^ All the other concurrent objectives »mat then be 

treated as constraints; In other words,  it has to be prescribed in form- 

ulating the modal that theee concurrent objectives will attain values 

at lernst equal to atated lower limit* that are acceptable or tolerable. 

Kathewatical progrmmmlng offers no clue as to how theee limits are to 

be arrived at.    In dealing with problema of inter-regional growth, for 

ample, it la cuatcmary to treat the growth of the system »• * whole 

as the main objective while aaalgnlng lower limits to the growth of 

V     Minimisation need not be treated «eparately, since it can always 
be converted into maximisation by a reversal of signs. 
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aeeh region, tith«r in absolut« or In percentage ttrai.    H ta 

however, • eoot question how thés« liait« are to be set,. 

(b)    fhê assignation of rt«t«d weight« to aach objective, and the 

aaxialsatlon of th« weighted «ua.   Th« weight« represent the relative 

laportance of «ach Individual obJ«etlv«,    Again,   programming offers no 

eliia to tha derivation of tha weight«, even though a great dea, depend« 

on Juat how th* relative iaportanc« of concurrent goals 1« quantified 

by «nan« of Uli« choice of velgtit«,    The pregraaalng aodel cannot be 

formulated until thl« problaa i« solved. 

H* reconciliation of aultlpl« o^ieetiv«« la achieved by both of 

the above methods In a eerely foraal «ana«, without touching the 

eaaance of the underlying probi«* of autonomous goal «ettlng unit«.    Th« 

two «ethoda exhibit a el««« aathasetlcal int«rr«l*tlon:    given any one 

of the two foramlatlon«,  it is possible to construct a model foUowlng th« 

alternativ« formulation that win have an optlaeJ  eolutlon In common 

with the flret OM.** Thus frost th« point of wl«w of flexibility in 

representing th« underlying «conoaic problaa there) 1« llttl« to chooae 
the two set hod«. 

V     It« U»t«rscUofl Of a»1 

Both of th« above aethods of achieving a forami reconciliation of 

aultlpl« objective« in programming aodel« preeuppoee an agreaasnt 

between autonoaou« goal setting unit« in regard to weight« or approp- 

riât« distribution constraints.    It Is, however, fax froa certain that 

such an agrasasnt can in fact be «aoothly r«echad.    Wille th« develop- 

aent of lagging geographical arem« say confer laportant advantage« not 

only apon th«asslv«s but also upon their sor« advanced partners, the«« 

advantage« often appear uncertain vhereas th« policía, required for 

Initiating th« catchlng-up procès« for a lagging ragion aay appear a« 

S/ 
A foraal exposition win be found m T. Viatori«», "Location*! 
Cho1-«e In Planning,* in M. Millikan,    "          

, national Bureau of Scononlc 
**.,    Hmtlonal «eflnoajc 
Besaarch, New York, 19èV. 
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an i«aeal«t« «aerifica,    when th« .«parat, geographical area, hair« 

their own Institution« that are capable of proaotlng effectively « 

ragionai or other •actional point of view (a. ü the caaa for lagit- 

lative voting dlitrleta, «ora .o for politically eutonoaou. ragiona 

within a federal government, and overwh.lalngly «o for .averet«n 

nation-etate« within a eupare-national planning ...ocLtlon) the 

reconciliation of «iltlple obJ«ctiv«e become« not eerely a «attar 

of .ubortlinatlng aectlonal Tim to an «well con.en.u., but 

alto a «attar of bargaining. 

In each of the above caaea, the balance oetwe«* the automa**» 

goal-ee*.ting unit, haa two ele«ente.    Flrat, theee unit« have coja» 

internet« which are repreaentet by a central deci.ionnaking organ 

with «ore or leaa «cten.lv« power, for revolving conflict, between the 

unit, in th. nane of the co-aon good.    Secondly, the unit, eleo have 

a«««.!«« mteroaf which they art «ore or 1... fro. to pur.u« 1« the 

fraaework of a strategic geae in which the attalnaont of th« object- 

ive, of eny on« unit i. con«tralneâ only by th. behavior of th« other 

unit..    Thl« iapliee that the power of the central declelonaaklng 

organ «u«t b« «ufficlently Halted to allow some latitude for thU 

«tratagic conteet.    Particular ca«aa differ in the «phasis given 

to each of th« above two •!••*.> In nation-tat«, with NMUMI 

2/     current vereion. of g— theory <'£ » ^ ^£VSL 
T   r   ib.ttnvi    "A Conerai Theory of latloael Behavior m i«aw 

in th« M»« «ltum+ier th« «mane, of m Inflittiti gli»I« 

irrt»n.«l»-.c. of inrtrtlw on th. «"«^^l""^^^ 
U*.,i«r m tmm of jafjup ÛJ^lJSJ^Vïï£« eonttructl». UM of hu-m lnt«r«ctioT.., r«r«.«ntjd ^•"»•"^ 

^«T^to^-Ä th. « * th^-t;«- J-J-iU* 
ln4lTl««l 4«!l.icn-kln« u «•',tj^<

c,fJ*%!?î<^ „£ -<JLn 
ntabar of olT«r«« .trlTlng». •* though ta th« M»« or umm   «—- 
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gowiMiti th« first elsasnt predominates and th«r« li only a 

"»oderete latitude for bargaining and oth«r etrategic bahaviar an 

the paart «f Individual legislative diatricta or other Inetltu- 

tione reflecting ragionai  intaraata.    In supre-nationel planning 

associations tha second alanant it aoat likely to predominate, since 

the individual imita typically reserve to themselves veto power ormr 

castrai decision«.     Federal governments are Interned lata between 

these two, but probably closer to tha first than to the second. 

Th€ —xkmt WrStsinlssT ln its ¿dea* fore constitute« or.- 

possible insti tutlorml arrangement for the balancing of commun verana 

opposed interests within a group of sconcale dacialonaaking unite, 

whether these be individuals, regions or nations.    Tha sarket aéchenla» 

make» possible the attainment of coaanon  interests (consisting In the 

gains to be achieved by apecialisatlon and trade) and at the SUM time 

it provides a criterion for tha distribution of these gaina between the 

individual unita.    Provided only that all unita are subject to the 

rules of sarket. behavior,  their choice of strategy is greatly simpli- 

fied,    (a)   They need no longer pay explicit attention to common 

Interesta in the formulation of their strategies, since the market 

aechaniaa assurée the achievement of cossson benefits while Individual 

objectives are being pursued,    (b)   They need no longer keep under 

observation the repercussions of their behavior on the actions of ell 

other units, since these actions ere at ell tiees suamarlie« for each 

participant in the fora of price signals which pereit the formulation 

of sinple individual objectives.   Thus the aarket aéchenles doss 

(footnote continued) 

Interest   as represented by tha integration of the ego.   The 
resolution ef seel al conflicts can then be viewed *• the re- 
mm^tim °* P«onel decisioneaking on a largar stage.    As 
oaartrasted with such a view, the rationality that emerges frasi auch 
of current game theory has the flavour of a theory of Interaction 

or thslr behavior, yet are utterly Incapable of foralag any In 
ra^Uonshlss.    We aust barare of permitting our mathematical 
maiala of Interregional development to be east In this mould. 

Basasi 
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both with the need for collective valu« Judgments Involving Jointly 

achieved *ains and their distribution, and with the need for complex 

•trat«gic decisions in a constantly shifting precarious power play, 

•"he economy of effort on both of these count« la great enough to 

encourage support for the rula« of the game.    In addition, the market 

mechanism cremten a link between effort and reward; even though this 

link is not the only criterion of distribution (as scarcity rents ars 

an equally essential part of the «yate»), it is sufficiently prominent 

to give the market aechania* something of an aura of Äir plmy that 

may be valued for its own sake. 

The —*et aechanle* in it. mS&SÊl form, although far fro« 

itami in it. working., ha« been a major .ocial organising principle 

for a long enough hi.toricml period so that its rationalisation. - 

fair exchange, quid pro quo, reward in proportion to effort - tend to 

be carried over also into .ituation« in which .trategic behavior 

necessarily dominate..    Thu., at the international level, it i« 

•at a. the traditional frem-trede doctrine.   This doctrine can of 

course be used a. a purely strategic device (in the for. of a 

heavily promoted ideology) for the pursuit of the particular object- 

ive« of those player, in the .trategic game who« the rule, of free 

trade *end to favour moat; and it ha. been .o u.ed.^ It .hould be 

noted, however, that an appeal to the aame underlying ideology appear, 

alao in tha principle, applicable to a «upra^ational Joint planning 

ewociation, that each nation .hould obtain a .hare of tha commonly 

achieved benefit, in proportion to it. contribution to the creation 

of the«« benefit.. 

Thi. principle cmrtainly appear, rmaaonabl. on the fmea of It, 

but upon reflection it 1. am« to be mibject to sariou. ambUuities. 

Cmmm& achievad banafit. could be divided up Just a« mall in pro- 

portion to political pomar:    the "lion's share" i. an operational 

12/   For an intarmatine: pramantation of thi. point *f view, •^¿0« 
Simmon, jmrf* "t^-^- tìdln-» Chlca«0' l¥&t W*6M** 
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principle fully a« time-honoured as the principle of sharing bene- 

fits in proportion to contributions; on the other hand, sharing 

benefits to «one extent at least in proportion to needs will always 

have its proponents.   Any one of these principles reflects and ex- 
presses collective value judgments. 

One of the advantages of an ideal market is that its principle of 

division of benefits translate« directly into a quantitative measure: 

under such a system, price signals express the contribution of each 

market participant.    Under the other two principles, the measurement 
of SfiKfiE i« »• ambiguous as the measurement of need.    If the criterion 
of an ideal market is, however, carried over into a practical loca- 

tion^ planning decision, even this advantage Is lost.   The benefits 

of joint planning are due as much (or often more) to economies of 

scale obtainable In larger markets (with which no price mechanism can # 

effectively cope) than to the classical gains of trade through special- 

isation.   Moreover, If those effects of locational decisions are also 

taken Into account which have no counterpart In a commodity traded 

on the market, the price signals will be deficient even in the absence 

of economies of scale.    In the latter category are such phenomena as 

the welfare effects of migration, urbanixation, and land use.   Thus 

a price system is of no conclusive help in the determination of contri- 

butions to commonly achieved benefits even if the principle is accepted 

that the distribution of benefits should be proportional to such contri- 
butions. 

Self-financing, coupled with mutual support between régions by a 
planned expansion of their joint markets, is suggested as a basic 

principle of inter-regional development policy.   While this benefits 

most directly the backward regions, It also offers significant long- 

term advantages for the advanced regions.   The principles of this 

policy are offered as a substitute for the policy of maintaining free 
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inter-regional market, or for the policy of sharing reward, in pro- 

portion to contribution«. 

The beai, for the .uggested policy is the postulate that indiq- 

uai region, typically have a aignificant measure of political autonomy 

but are at the same time alao subject to some degree of central decision- 

making.    It i. further poetulated that region, have both cc-mon and con- 

flicting interests.    It will be argued that under a .ensible policy of 

planned inter-regional develop«** the common intereet. can be «ule to 

predominate sufficiently over the conflicting ones that the autonomous 

regional goal-setting unit, will be motivated to keep the policy going. 

The first element of the suggested policy is regional self- 

financing.   This goes counter both to the notion of free capital -arket. 

a. agent, of development, and to the notion of global maximization a. 

represented by conventional linear or other mathematical programming 

model..    It is obvious enough by the .liant testimony of the many 

seriously backward region, of the world preei.ting in the face of 
reaecnably free inter-regional capital movement, that the latter alone 

will be far from adequate for guaranteeing development.    In fact there 

i. reason to believe that under most condition, free capital movement. 
, k-.i~.-i .HIOM rath«' than contributing »111 drain raeourc«. amy fro» bactaiara ragion. "«•" 

to «Mir reiource. by a capital inflow. 

A»ng th. factor, working In thl. direction ar. the following: 

«rjt, for -mm** of good, and «bltal aero., regional boundarl«, 

«Solute rath«- than c-paratlv. advantag. 1~—» the «riff of 
MM, and backward r^lon. ft to have a «.advantage on a^oat 

aU inveataent project, of intern for dev.loo.ent.   Seçsndjv.,   th. 

i„,e.tor. who ha« ecc. to -Ting, in backward region, will und«- 

.ark* ln.tltutlon. generally de.1« to dlver.lfy tholr portfolio, a. 

„ a protection again* rlak, by tra^ferrlng a .ubatala,L port^of 

thir ln«rf«nt r-oorc« to the acre advanced region..   Th«. have 
^ .any dl.cu..ion. of the fact that for a backward region It can 

b. . .«rlo». «.advantage to be tl* to an econo.lc.lly pro-p«*». one: 
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this has been cited for the case of Southern Italy and Northern 

Brasil, and in many ways it can be asserted to hold for the under- 

developed world as a whole in relation to the industrialized 

countries as long as primarily commercial-type relationships pre- 
vail between them. 

In the face of the observed tendency for the polarization of 
development rather than its dispersal under conditions of free 

capital moveaents and the consequent drain of resources from the 

backward areas, it makes good sense to suggest self-financing as a 

suitable policy goal for increasing the net investitale resources 

of the latter.    In other words, since free capital movements tend to 

•trip the backward regions of resources, these movements should be 

stopped as a matter of policy, in spite of the fact that net capital 

inflows to the same regions, if such net inflows could be achieved,    • 

would be beneficial to the regions in question.   While self-financing 

appears to be a more modest policy goal than the goal of net capital 

transfers to the backward regions, in the face of the very real 

practical obstacles and contrary forces that have to be reckoned with 

it is in fact a highly ambitious goal that may not be at all easy to 
realise in practice. 

The suggestion of self-financing may be attacked on the ground 
that neoclassical economic theory predicts a net capital inflow to 

backward regions if capital movements are free.   The available facts 

tend to support the opposite conclusion.    In spite of the great diffi- 

culties) of measuring capital flight fro» backward regions, evidence 

is building up that  this     transfer from the less developed countries 

of the world to the more advanced countries amounts to several billion 

dollars annually,^ offsetting direct Investments and economic aid 

flowing in the opposite direction.   There is aaple reason to expect 

•?•\0hlìn' f9fnífín A1* Pollclea **Q"«1'iTrt   OBCD, 1966, 
liable IV-3 and accompanying text.     In spite of administrative and 
military expenditures, foreign aid, private investments and credit 
running to over 10 billion dollars annually, the import surplus 
of developing countriee (including transport and similar services) 
drtribttedftCh 2 bUli0n dollar,t *n•lly, and is very unevenly 
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that the same pattern is repeated between the regions of individual 

countries. 

The suggestion of self-financing might, however, also be 

attacked from another angle, namely by asserting that polarised 

development might be favourable to a country as a whole.    So»e 

regions,   this argument Roes, are inherently inefficient, high-cost 

regions, and such scarce investible resources as the country as a whole 

might be able to generate, should go preferentially to the more effic- 

ient regions, otherwise overall development will be slowed down.    It 

is not difficult to construct illustrative models in support of this 

view, and it has adherents in countries both with market economies and 

with centrally planned economies. 

This argument has indisputable merit for small regions, since the 

logic of dispersing development uniformly over geographical space mu.t 

break down at some point; evidently there cannot be an integrated steel 

.•ill in every square mile of space; thus economies of scale inescapably 

lead to a polarisation of investment, at some level of regional sub- 

division.    While for a system of larger region« this argument lose, some 

of its force, there are still »any activities, particularly the one. 

that are associated with social overhead investments auch as transport 

arteries and terminals, housing, and urban facilities, that continue 

to raiae the same kind of problem.    These investments are not only 

subject to major indivisibilities but, distinct fro. steel mills, their 

product cannot be transferred or utilized over a distance; thus a single 

large investment cannot serve the needs of many geographically distinct 

point., and therefor« each region require, its own investment to function 

at a faTourabl. cet level.   This creates a force tending to favour the 

inter-regional polarisation of investment, even at the level of major 

region..    Economie, of agglomeration and urbaniaation reinforce thi. 

tendency. 

Th.ee tendencia, however, are not the only influence at work. 

The effectiveness of polariaing capital tranefer. 1. re**ricted both 

by unraroureble feedback effect, on productivity and the supply of 

saving, m* skill« in the region, that are Icing rewuree., and by 
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the Unti on the absorption of large doses of capital in the ad- 

vanced regions.    If the développent of these region, is already rapid 

enough to .train the capacity of these regions for structural change 

the polarising capital transfer, «ill .«rely deprive the backward region, 

of the resource, needed for growth, without contributing significantly 
to the development of the more advanced regions. 

If the notion of self-financing (at least, for regions of reasonable 
si«e) is provisionally accepted, the question will inevitably occur- 

in what   way can different regions offer each other mutual support 

given that capital transfers are ruled out by a.su*ption?   The sain 

avenue of snitual support under these conditions is Jointly planned 

industriatati op,.    «* BOr<s advanced regions can offer a decisive 
aid to the lagging regions by assisting the latter in converting their 

•aving. into the physical investment resources required for industrialisa- 

tion.    This can be don« by a planned sharing of industrial aarkets:    in 

other words, by providing the backward regions with an outlet for their 

industrial exports fro« which needed capital-good, i-porte can be 

financed.    The «»re advanced region, gain by this policy due to the 

widening of their own »arkets.    To the extent that develoj-ent does „ot 

reaain restricted to the »ost advanced regions and incoa* ri.- rapidly 

in the interregional system as a whole, all regions vili benefit fro. 

the economies of scale that can be achieved in the wider Joint aarkets. 

The key to this policy is regional self-financing.    It i. eapha.i.ed 
that the viability of a policy of regional self-financing doc* not 

r*q«lra a de^nstration that the syst«, of regions as a whole i. nec- 

essarily bettar off with .elf-financing than if capital tranters were 

paraitted.    While strong arguaent. can be advanced to prove felt* the 

conventional view which hold, that any interference with .pontana 

polarlaation tendendo, will exact a ..vere sacrifice in ts«. of the 

growth of the .vetea a. a whole,^the caee for ragionai .IT-fl^ncin. 

12/ 
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doee not hin«« on theoe arguments.    It only needs to be reiterated 

that each raglan 1» to a considerable extent an autonomous goal- 

setting and decisionmaking imlt.    This unit «ay not be ablt to 

impose its preferences on the other regions, but it has a variety of 

device« by means of which it can exercise veto power over «any 

aspects of Joint or central decisions.    Thus a demons trat Ion by eeans 

of al»ple programming models that certain resource transfers that 

are damaging to a region are beneficial to the syetem as a whole fall 

far short of proving the case for such transfer«» since the putative 

benefits may not be attainable under any set of realistic circumstance«. 

When making a planning choice, each presumed alternative must 4e fac$o. 

exist.    The burden of the present argument is that a serious Infraction 

of regional equities will In all probability result in an illusory estimate 

of overall growth possibilities.    The case for reasonabl« standards of 

equity In Inter-regional planning decisions Is merely strengthened by 

a demonstration that, even when abstracting from) considerations of 

regional autonomy, the additional global benefit« that might be avail- 

able as a result of polarised growth are modest or non-existent. 

5. flftnon ?X 

Given the above considerations abw t regions as partly autonomous 

goal-setting and decisionmaking units,  is It poeslble to use mathe- 

matical programming models as aids to the lnter-regional planning 

The answer is In the affirmative, provided that the limitation« of 

such models are recognised.    I» «* «•tt*1 formula«1» • ft*06*1 a9*1 u 

maximised («uch as the global product for all ragions) whll« so-called 

welfare •»«tr»inf are introduced for the individual regions, for 
Jsws»s*Jm»a«mmjem» ¿mj^anmsj^mfc^s^mma^A 

eaemmmle In the form of preeeribed minimum share» In th» lncr«ae« of 

global product.    The foregoing argument does not imply that such form- 

ulations «re neceeeerily beeide the point; but it does imply that tao 

models possessing the given formal characterietie« hav« to be inter- 

preted and used with a different point of view from the customary erne. 
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It 1. „mi to c«t„r th. ^l-lU „lf^ ooa.tr.int. „ 

*""•"•""" "*«-»-*.  utMBC- ,„t« th. «to! ... 
**»*—U".  WW Part. „ th. .to, « M..M-.     lt  ,. 

th. f^ÜT7 *" ^ abOUt "" "^ °f ,,,Ch "If"» «-*«.*.  in th. foil»,,, .....      ,f „ Mtimmi cmttnint it . 

«-«*. te cholc.. .*, „u,.«,. ,„., bMt lw 

«1*~ «-.tramt  1. . r-Brti. ta „,. gloUÜ 

~r. 1. W an, con.tr.mt In th. .oil o« pi*, wtly ^ 
«—••• ««•*•.    ¿j Vf rese*"" —— 

-     „_ «r on. of th. Uchnloal «».tram, (for 

~i-ti- u, «h. «.i „„ ^. hlih<r ^^ iwt ^^ ^^ 

<*«• ~«r b. tat^rprrt« ««.«., footln€ „ ^ ^^ 

I-tUT* '! " •-11' ,,,,Mnt **" *- -"•— <* th. ««•»timlnlaf rol. of in» «„j ,._, ,„_*._ „.,, 
• • "•*1 »Pot« »Ill rasult In an ulMory 
i-t Ithat c^ot »H tU* «tt^no. »d«. ^ .« „, clpc-_ 

*» «K»»le .lff.m««. of th. „tlrnf ,. »hat n 
th» «ffoctl». «»«it, of iron „a .»„a luppIy. 

«-^r^fth. «trai p^».. «„Ulllg Mg ^ »— 
•-««rtAlnint hoir such of « «loiml «o.« /*^ -"««•• in 

«- - -xu, to ...^ tTz iz:;viob*1 w,,et) » -^     «• • giv«i laprovoicnt in r^ionai «quity. 

••••••iltBHHHÉHBMIMMá«* 
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In thli cm**,  Indeed, welfare conetrainte could well be regarded as 

an afterthought;  and there is good reaeor. to auppoee that  In cueternary 

formulât lone of programming «odala they are ganarally ao regarded.    The 

very name welfare constraint euggeata this,   in representing the veto 

power of partly autonomous regional units, the naae ypUtlçaj ÇQMtflM 

la a good deal more descriptive of actual conditions. 

The eoneequencea of the two differing attitudes to progressing 

aodals, however, go beyond a aere change of naaea.    Rigid constraints 

are a very elementary way of representing the political autonomy of 

regional aub-unite in programming aodels.    A «ore sophisticated approach 

la an attempt to quantify the econoaüc repercussions of Inequitable inter- 

regional development policiee, aa reflected by productivity decreases, 

lagging supplie« of savings and skills, diminished innovative activity, 

and other indicators.    This peralta a more realistic appraisal of the 

consequences of different pattern« of inter-regional development.    Yet 

even thi« fail« to come to grips with some aspects of regional autonomy, 

sines it still leave« out of account the possibilities of direct political 

action that can have a fundamental influence on the shape of the inter- 

regional development plan as a whole and that elude any attempt at simple 

quantification via maxialslng models. 

The attempt at om\ntifylng acme of the socio-political factors is, 

none the le«s, highly significant in spite of all imperfections and 

attendant difficultle«.    The more the repercu*«ions of different 

pattern« of interregional development are traced out concretely, the 

more will it be possible to define inter-regional development policies 

that emphasise the common interests of the individual regions, thereby 

reducing the «phare of conflicting Interests that have to be resolved 

by primarily political «emns. 

The following chapter offer« a few tentative flr«t steps in this 

direction. 
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C 

^Om-!^i^ 

We have «, far explored the shortcoming, of a .axiai.ing approach 
to inter-regional developaent, and urged the Introduction of aocial 

and political con.ideration.  mto the formulation of re.ourc^.1 loca- 
tion .odel. that are uaed to «tudy inter-reglorni development.    l„ 

this chapter .o»e further .hortco-ing. of theee «odel. will be analysed 

focuaing on the inadequacy of the concept of capital accumulation for 

«Plaining the phenomena of oconomic development, eren if the for-er 

concept is extended to coapri.e the accumulation of human capital 

Thi. suggeat. a ayteaatic modification of the para.fr. of auch model. 

in order to represent .ome key aapect. of the cultural tranaformtic« 

proc... that have • bearing on inter-regional reaourc. allocation.  ,Th..e 

principle, »ill be illu.trated by throe rudimentary, aggregate-level 

•odel. of inter-regional developaent.   The .odel. i«d .upport to a 

policy of regional .elf-füiancing and .how the effect, of .uch a policy 

on the growth of advanced region., backward region«, and the Inter- 
regional ayate, a. a whole. 

1.     FfWftn. caputi 

The concept of huaan capital i. firmly grounded in the view of 

•conde development a. an aceumdatio» proeeaa, and i. in fact a 

Powerful atte.pt to aalveg. the dominant potiti« of the reaourc- 

llocation framework in «plaining the phenol**, of concie develop- 

-it.   The device «.ed to thi. end i. the exteneion of the concept of 

SiSlM fro. the accumulation of phyical .tocke to labour .kill,   and 

a. .uch it follow, the tradition of treating human labour a. a coloiity 

on a par with other comaoditie. traded in the market.    I„ a PTo^emming-' 

type reaourc. allocation model each grade of akill, like each phyeical 

co«odity, appear, in two balance.:    a ^ balance with a» aaaociatei 

etock-rental price that depend, on the .cercity of the .tock accumulated 

up to the given tiiee, and a && balance with an aeeocUted flow price 

MÉU 
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that represents th« capitalised valu« of rentals In buying or selling a 

unit of th« commodity.    Th« stock-rental price of a unit of «kill 

1« It« wage rat«, while th« flow uric« la the capitalised valu« of 

vages.    Th« latter can b« interpreted as the value of a man's «kill« 

to himaelf, or th« purehas« or aal«« price of a «killed »lav« In a 

slave «ociety;  it also represent« th« «ocial valu« of a «klll«d 

«migrant or immigrant.    Skill« are generated by educational or train- 

ing act Ivi tie« that are defined as the exact cownterpart of ordinary 

production activities;  i.e., they hav« ¿njuti of physical and skill- 

ccssaodlty flows and stacks, and outputs of th« desired skill-commodity 

flows.    There ar«, In addition, special activities that carry over 

physical and sklll-cosswdltl«« fron on« tin« parios to the next.    These 

activities inter-llnk flow and stock prices and Jointly determine the 

structure of discounted prices which underlies the concept of the rate of 

interest.    A siseas programming nodal of this kind is shown in Figure 1. 

(A detailed Interpretation will be found in the Appendix. ) 

Such a model represent« the qualitative cultural changes that take 

place in the course of economic development in terns of a gradual build- 

up orar tine of stocks of skills of ever higher order.    Bsch higher 

skill implicitly embodies the requirements of physical stocks and flows 

as well as the requirements of crude labour and skills of different 

gradee that enter Into it« g«neration by means of educational or training 

activities. 

In order for thie model to have analytical value, education and 

training must be represented as taking place within the economic 

sphere, i.e., as a part of the productive process.    From the point 

of view of production, skilled labour of mu-loua distinct grades i« 

no mor« than an intermediate commodity that can be produced directly 

or indirectly from crude labour and other primary inputs.    In the 

simple model of Figure 1 the only primary (non-produced) inputs are 

crude labour and the initial stocks of physical goods.    If optimisation 

over time is represented by maximising the value of terminal stocks, the 

growth of the system in any time period is limited only by crude lmbour, 

m 
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and by the stocks of physical commodities and stocka of labour skills 

that ha• been accumulated up to that period of time. The essential 

choices within the model pertain to the extent and time-phasing of 

educational and training activities, so that the balance between the 

disadvantages of tying down labour in training activities as against the 

benefits of the higher productivity of the resulting upgraded labour 

force may be struck in the most favourable manner that can be achieved. 

While in Figure 1 only two production activities are shown, the model 

in general assumes that a wid« range of choices exist between produc- 

tion activities using skills in a more or less intensive manner, and 

that increasing amounts and higher degrees of skills are compensated in 

the overall technological structure by reductions in crude labour 

and/or physical stock or flow requirements. While substitution possi- 

bilities between activities are at the core of the technical/economic 

description provided by the model, crude labour and skill input- 

requirements within a productive activity are assumed to be rigidly 

determined and precisely given. 

In Figure 1 the growth of the labour force is represented by net 

exogenous additions to labour of various grades in each time period. 

These net additions for crude labour comprise new entries into the 

labour force, minus deaths and retirements, plus immigration net of 

•migration. For higher-grade skills there should be no new exogenous 

entries (other than possible immigration) If the model proposes to handle 

education and training as taking place within the productive sphere. 

As formulated in Figure 1, educational and training activities 

alway» result in a direct debit against production, since they with- 

draw sos» labour from productive uses; there is of course an indirect 

grjdji, in that the newly generated skills will make possible a 

higher productivity in a future period. The only possible exception 

to this rule is the training of crude labour under conditions where 

crude labour itself is in surplus; then the shadow price of crude labour 

is sero and the training activity is not debited with a cost item on 

this account. There will, of course, still exist debit items due to 
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tying daim high-skill teachers, as veil as costs due to physical 

stock and flow requirements.    The wage structure resulting fro» the 

training activities is such that the capitalised difference between 

vag. levels Just compensates for the training costs incurred, including 
the opportunity cost of wages foregone while in training. 

ttie tour-de-forcc of representing the cultural transformat ion 

incident to economic development as an extension of the process of 

stock accumulation is worthy of admiration as an intellectual feat, 

and in fact ix. yields an excellent description of the purely technical 

•«pacts of the labour training and educational process.    Moreover, 

when technical inputs into labour training other than labour inputs can 

either be safely ignored or can be reduced to further indirect labour 

Inputs, the model also yields an acceptable description of the differ- 

entiation of the labour force as corresponding to different amounts of 

consoled unskilled labour that is implied by the emergence of each 

•kill category.    None the less when the phenomena of cultural trans- 

foration are forced into the Procrustean categories of resource alloca- 
tion, some of the key features are left outside. 

Three of these key features that have to be allowed for at this 

point are:    (a) the direct interaction between education/training and 
consumption;  (b) ttm dlrect lnteractlon ^^ education/training 

and production; and (c) the instability of the technical coefficient. 

related to labour inputs, under conditions of social and institutional 
change. 

„_   M   Wmt interacts between euucnrWtrainin,, ^ ~mrirTVni 
THe resource allocation framework presupposes a neat division between 

the production and consumption spheres in society, vhereby any activity 

cen be classified either as vork, contributing to production, or as 

WWW*1« (e-«-» »Wlty generation).    Given this classification 
the «mount of vork that can be performed is limited by the available 

Ubour supply.    Yet the most fundamental determinant, of productivity 

•re impossible to classify in this manner.    Basic language, literacy, and 

•ocial skills vhose lack totally undercuts labour productivity are 

•couired a. a matter of course by all member, of a given society, completely 
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regardless of their needs a« individuals to do productive work far a 

living. Higher education, the leading edge of productivity advances, 

is sought after by «any of the socially «oat productive individuals 

as an end in itself. Thus educational and training activities cannot 

be neatly assigned to the sphere of production, and conversely their 

lack or relative backwardness cannot be simply reduced to deficient 

jtocka of teachers and deficient training activities within the 

sphere of production. By the same token, a rapid upsurge of theme 

activities can at times take place with great spontaneity, in spite of 

the phantastic imputed costs (and consequent additions to gross national 

product) that would be implied if all of these activities were accounted 

for at conventional (i.e., comercial or administered) resource prices. 

To appreciate the aargin of uncertainty in this regard, suffice it to 

say that with an institutional work year of 2200 hours (50 weeks at 

kk hours/week) and a labour-force participation rate of U0*. barely 10* 

of total population-hours are spent in work. This is the maxi.«» that 

we can assume to be subject to resource allocation either by the market 

or by some planning mechanism that acts as a surrogate for the functions 

of the market, such as programming. Given this 10* and regarding the 

67% of waking time as the fund of vital hours available to the culture, 

we can see that only 15* of the vital time-fund is allotted to the 

economic sphere, while the disposition of 85* U culturally rather than 

strictly economically determined. The education and training of 

children, decisive for later labour productivity, draws on theme hours; 

so do the unaccounted-for productive activities of housewives that, 

as experience indicates, can be considerably contracted, e.g., during 

wartime; and so do the culturally patterned recreational and other 

spare-time activities of workers. With this tremendous slack at the 

disposal of society, it is hard to argue that the speed of cultural 

transformation is primarily determined by economically scarcm stocks of 

skills, except under highly formalised and rigid institutional conditions 

It is of course true that there may be severe bottlenecks in acme crit- 

ical skills, and also that there is in general a well-defined time lag 

associated with all educational undertakings that in some ways mirrors 

the time lag incident upon the accumulation of stocks; yet the existence 

amammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmi • 
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of thi. v«.t .lack »OP. than adequately explain, the cultural break- 

*-*. that car, b. achieve, at tl«. .pontaneo«.ly, or under prop., 
condition. „ . r^,^ ^ controUed .^ with u 

ct^TT: *"*"""• "other ln,tltutlonal — - —££' cultural transformation. 

in a purely for»l „anner, th... phenoaena can be .ub.u.ed ^ 
the rwource-allocation «del in at leaat tuo ways. 

«- US"' *" edUCatl0nal ^ tral"ln« activitie. can be a..ign«, to 
the product!« .phere.    Thl. iapiie. . vaat inerme in th. hour, of 

activitie. olaaamed a. work, which hare to b. accounted for in t— 

of a corrwponding increwe in the hour, of available labour .upply 

per untt of .t,ock of e«h .kill grade.    In the «del of Figure 1   tot 

•»»Pie, the increa., i» yearly »ork hour, available fro. a .toe* of 

work«- and the recla..lfication of non-productive itfUvidual. a.   • 

«orker. i. reflected in the «panai« of all akin, (including crude 

1-ta-r) inherited fro. th. baae p^iod (increa., in the 5° paraaeter 
vector in Figure 1-B) and correaponding inerme, ir th. e*og„o«. 
l^our .upply m ««h tIne fnioi (paraBeter> 
U   M _ -i      A \ . _ O   * and 
in Figur. 1-A).    Accordingly, the phyical and/or .kill output, that 

-. b. attained with a given population e- be lncr«.ed.    m tem. 

ulating auch a «del. of cour.., care ha. to be t*e» to .no-el*..!* 

the newly «ended labour reaource. properly, .inc. 0th«vi.e th. 
-«.tional activitie. involving, e.g., the ti., of tmll child• 

(that are now accounted within th. productive .pher.) Bight .how up 

« a .udden expan.lon of crude labour available for indugiai t^a 

¡¡L,* «T *""tlal **8Pecliy th" *• *x-n'ion0f «» 1«^ «TO* incident upon thi. redefinition of the productive .phere „ th. 

ÜZL« ""T by ' eammVmi^ "—~ * U» -inc. the 
r-«nltion „t not b. allowed to exp^ co».u.ptio„; thu. wnatev«- 
«Mltlo»! inco» i. g««,^ mmt „, tmtn^ 

«nd rMme.ted m addition^ atock. of .kill.. 

the eo»v„tie»l ««.a, .»«, can b. „,«.« ., .^^^ 
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determined supply and demand parameters:    in particular, this applies 

to supplies of specified flows of new higher-grade skills matched by 

withdrawals of corresponding amounts of lower-grade skills, and demands 

of physical and skill resources associated with the unspecified educa- 

tional and training phenomena. 

It is clear that these purely formal solutions to the problem 

achieve very little,  since all of the really difficult questions remain 

outside the analytical framework.    In the first case, there is no way 

of analysing the amount by which the redefined labour supply will expand 

in each time period and by each skill class; the formal expansion of 

savings required for mopping up extra factor income cannot be properly 

specified except ex post; and the usual optimizing criterion, i.e., 

the maximization of the value of terminal stocks, has to be modified, 

again in a manner that cannot be determined except ex post, in order 

to allow for the apparent overscheduling of certain educational/training 

activities that are known to be valued for their own sake.    In the 

second case it is even more evident that the key questions are hidden 

behind exogenously determined parameters. 

(b)   Direct interaction between education/training and production. 

The evolution of skills, in the resources-allocation framework, proceeds 

independently of the technological evolution of the productive process. 

A complete set of technological alternatives can in theory be embodied 

in the set of physical production activités, and the adoption of the 

most advanced technological alternatives is limited only by the avail- 

abilities of the corresponding skills, as reflected in their shadow 

prices.   Thus, as long as certain advanced skills are very scarce 

while crude labour or low-grade skills are abundant, the available 

stocks of these advanced skills will be allocated only to selected 

critical activities that have an exceptionally high productivity in 

terms of these skills, matched by low inputs of other grades of labour 

and physical commodities.    These critical activities will then set the 

shadow prices of the advanced skills, and will do so at a level suffic- 

iently high to rule out the profitable use of these skills in sny but 
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Ü.r•8 "* aCtiTltl" *"—lïM-    *• a«•^«t precis, add ti««! ,tock. „ ^ htghw ,km> can ta generatad ^ ^ 

training aetivltle., »a this vili i„ fact „. done ln ,0 ^ ^ th<> 

«.uiunt productivity mere... ju.tifios the tntining ^^ 

One aocio-cultural «„«t of thi, proce« that ha. typically 
not be«, built into programing ^^ M „., „^^ ^^ 

attention at the aggregate level is the impact of upgraded «km, 

on the total vage bill and thu. on the balance b«ve«n con.»ption 

and aaving..    Another a.pect vhich 1. critical to the prêtent 

«valuation i. the in.epar.ble, organic relationship betve« the 

evolution of vor* .Mil., organisational .kill., advanced teclmlcal/ 

.elentlfic .kill., and the evolution of technology a. reputed by 

the collection of de fact, available alternative production activity 
The« 1. an interpenetrati« of the pr«e.. of production and the 

proce.. of innovation that „.ulta in joint aetivltle. having . trip*, 
character:    by »e«. of pK^ ^ ,km ^ ^ ^ 

Phyaical cediti,., sssssá, a net 8urplu, „ „^„.^ ^^ 

mei, inforaatlon pertaining to ne» production aetivltle. that «y b, 

added to the .et of available alternative. In future ti.e period..    Thu. 

a r«ource-«llocation fre»evork that treat, education/training a. tade- 
pendent of production and innovation 1. forced to populate   in a 

Tl^rT T?1Btic f6SMon> that "•*"•can * t~ined. * -Pite 
Isolation from the product!*, aetivltle., for prrfefr-ined .lot. In 
the production proc«.; while the latter proce.. Ifelf i. ïl(we4 «, 

con.i.tl„g, be.io*. currently utilised aetivltle., of co.tl„. ait^- 

atlv. ««print, ».ing higher-g•de .kill., tn.t are valtlng to b. 

ÄSÜsä «t the right «cent within the accu-ulation .equence. 

There ha. be«, «eh recent vork on one a.pect of the« probi« 
•«ly the co.t. involve, ln generatlBg m teehnlcal Atmm¡Uym    ' 

¿TIT^T:
vlthin *•mmi1 *"**""*ot ~— •"«•"-. Tills however still leaves open the ou*«t<«« «* u 

..    , A 
open we ^u«8ti«i of how such costs depend on 

the interaction between the productive «w—. «~, , « proauctive procees and innovation; and how 
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both Interact with the simultaneous upgrading of the labour force. 

While it is easy formally to define activities that produce physical 

outputs, upgraded labour skills, and new technical alternatives for 

future use as Joint products, this device begs the question, since 

it throws no light on how the technical coefficients of such activities 

are to be determined.    Thus the key phenomena of cultural transforma- 

tion remain hidden behind arbitrarily defined parameters. 

(c)   The inmtabllitv of technical coefficient» related to UbOUT 

inputs.   Those technical coefficient« within resource allocation models 

that depend directly or indirectly on labour productiTity are notoriously 

unstable as compared to technical coefficients that depend primarily on 

physical phenomena.    Thus for example in the production of caustic soda 

and chlorine by electrolysis, the proportions of these Joint products 

as well as their ratios to the required input of electric current are 

determined primarily by Faraday's law, and are accordingly highly 

stable.    Contrariwise, the output of a mechanical workshop depends 

heavily on labour productivity even if its machine park, product 

assortment, and outside operating conditions are standardised.   The 

technical coefficients of such a workshop are strongly affected by 

at least two kinds of cultural conditions:    first, by conditions per- 

taining to learning, both at the lebrel of the individual and at the 

level of the social organisation;  and secondly, by conditions pertaining 

to motivation, affected both by material and social/political incentive«. 

Learning phenomena have been studied in some detail and can be 

described by a gradual improvement of performance that tends to level 

off asymptotically towards an empirically determined limit.-2'  It is 

theoretically possible to build «uch learning behavior into resource 

allocation modal« by mean« of integar-type sequencing constraints 

that prohibit the employment of more efficient technical variants 

within a learning sequence until the le«« efficient variant« have 

*2/   H. Asher, Oost-QuantltfY ^t10"*"11» *» thc l 

RATO Corporation, Santa Monica, California, Report R-291, 195< 
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already been undertaken.^ ^ „^ of ^„^ can ^ ^^^ 

described by period-to-period coefficient changes, while the ultimate 

l«vel of Improvement ie given within error limits, by the laet activity 

in the sequence.    The key un-ansvered questions implied by this formal 

description refer, of course, to the rate and the limit of improve- 
ment under different «ocio-cultural setting«. 

The phenomena pertaining to motivation are even harder to assess. 

There is no question that material condition* of living feed back on ' 

the productivity of the workers, and so long as a given socio-cultural 

»etting can be assumed to be essentially invariant, it is po««ible to 

relate material incentive« to effort put forward.   This relationship i. 

covered by numerous investigations of incentive system«.    The broader 

aepects of the effect« of the social, cultural, and political setting 

on productivity are, on the other hand, inherently much harder to   , 

quantify.   Some of these effects may be «msmarized under the heading 
of y®*** 1*^. as indicated for example by the celebrated Hawthorne 
experiments,-^is a highly elusive concept.    While it is plausible 

that a high rate of economic growth and a general atmosphere of 

purposefulness and optimism create a favourable feedback on productivity, 

a similarly favourable feedback may on occasion also be obtained from 

an atmosphere of challenge and crisis.    It has been asserted that under 

one set of particularly dramatic circumstances increases of productivity 
in a country paralleled the sharp rise of international tensions in 

which this country as a whole had a vital staked If technical 

coefficients can on occasion exhibit this degree of instability over 

the very short run, it becomes obvious that their longer-term trend 

W 

A5/ 

w 

For the logic of sequencing constraint« see H. M. Markowitx and 
A. 5. Hanne,    On the Solution of Discrete ProgramminÄ Problems " 
<MHHfrlçi. January 1957, PP.86-87. rr°8rM"ln« «"Oblems, 

see H. P. White, Human Relations in Industry " The Delnhian 
gttKk. Spring, 1956; relevant portion. reprinMÄ 
Bappon» •*•• <fW%WmPf Sociology., New York, 1964, pp.318-320. 

A. Gilly, "inside the Cuban Revolution," Monthly Revi-, New 
York, October 196k, p.8U. —   m fWllgt "•* 

*"^0**J^^, 
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must be subject in cardinal ways to socio-cultural déterminât i or. that 

is entirely outside the analytical scope of the proposed resource- 

allocation models. 

In  sum, the concept of human capital represents the most far- 

reachin« attempt, within the resource-allocation framework o' thought, 

to come  to «rips with the phenomena of écornée development  including 

the qualitative cultural transformation incident on the acquisition 

of higher skills and broader elation.    We have reviewed some short- 

comings  of this approach and have concluded that while the key objec- 

tions  can be met in the purely formal sense, the resulting models con- 

ceal the analytical difficulties behind ad hoc definitions of parameters. 

Resource allocation of stock accumulation models, whatever their purely 

aesthetic appeal, are useful analytical and planning tools only to the 

extent that their parafera  can be operationally derived and are 

reasonably stable.   The fore«oing discussion has focused attention on 

the non-operational character and instability of the parameters that 

are introduced into these models when an attempt is made to extend them 

to cover some critical questions of qualitative cultural transformation 

incident on economic development. 

2.       The modification of rc»<*"rrî-»l'1ÔeatlQn models 

What can be done to introduce an alternative point of v.ar into 

the discussion of the development process?    As remarked before, it 

is premature to attempt the construction of an entirely «ai generis, 

framework for dealing with these problems.    Possible leads in this 

direction are provided by attempts to construct computer-simulation 

model, of social change;  but these are far fro» being standard working 

tool..    We opt, instead, for a systematic modification of resource 

allocation models.   Where these models assume stable parameters, ve 

introduce sytsmatic parameter shift, illustrative of force, of cultural 

tran.formation that, while not adequately quantifiable at the present 

stage, can be shown to exert a characteristic influence. 

We shall specifically .tudy three kinds of systematic parameter 

•hit*, that can be regarded a. rudimentary illustratici, of qualitative 
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cultural tr«.fo».tlo„ phene««..   Th«. lllu.tr.tlr. par»««. 

-.1«. « che« b«au.. th«, «MI, Miuy th. concivi«, to 
*•*»— fro. th. ^«„ie. 0f lntwreglollâl ^ .«,. 
Th««« ar«: 

(a)   A .t«dy progr...i„ ri««, rf y,. MlTlng< mlo w 

ti« that cannot b. .parted up abruptly and that 1. .ubjact to 
•harp ll.lt.tton *« th« 1. „ !«.*„»„ „^ ^ 4mlo|K 

—>t proc., for ««.pie by ^„^ „, „^^ ^ ^ 

area or region in question. 

(»)   * «t«^ Progr«.ir. adrane. 1« th. abaorptlon capacity 
for capital orar ti.., with a .harp Increa.. ta th. capital 
output ratio vhan thl. capacity 1« «MM, 

(c)   A rt»aay progw..lv. advanc. m capital «id labour 
productivity over tta. that «nnot b. ««d* Up abruptly „* 

that 1, TObj«t to th. .a» listati« a. that pr«.«,^ !» 
(a) above. 

H» progr.„iT, adranc. of th. a.Tta(. ntlo> «,. abTOptlon 

arTÍL^t.thrPltal "- ^ ^^ " " -«"« 
Zt   ZT     ~" " '*" u here tm,ed - aar»! 4miop- 

«hleta th. dOT.lop.mt proce« tak« plac. 

.»O TTJOl CaaiU°n' V"miliae " "" 4W810P1-« •« .»ch a progr«.iy. „,. p^^ u „„^ ^ ^ ^ 

«cUl and poutlc.1 raditi«,    m ,«„ t. ll.it th. «op. «f 

HUIT10"' ^ *" ml *"*««» «W— th. crucial imm 

~-«* *—. ««* th«. raditi« „d intr^uc^ . 

•"•M ha. . eh.,.. to «« itaalf.   sine. It 1. th. ,„». 
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of this paper to study the policy choice» concerning the planned inter- 

regional location of industries, it wil^ be assumed instead that a 

general orientation to growth is already present at least in the key 

parts of the social-political unit, for example, in the advanced 

regions or at sose geographical growth poles.   What vili be studied 

in some detail is the effect of potential resource transfer« between 

regions upon the process of growth itself, taking into account the 

effects of these resource transfers upon the normal course of develop- 

ment as defined above.    In traditional formulations of resource 

allocation models that do not have systematic parameter changes of 

the above three kinds built into them, the focus is on stock accumula- 

tion, and conclusions tend to favour the geographical polarisation of 

investments.    In models with these syetematic parameter changes intro- 

duced to reflect the underlying cultural transformation process, such 

conclusions are modified in the direction of considerably greater 

geographical decentralisation of the growth process, based on regional 

self-financing. 

3.      Thjtt Mffra^te.lcvel interregional growth models 

Tables 1 through 3 contain the three illustrative, aggregate- 

level inter-regional growth models referred to in the previous 

Section.    Bach of these tables isolates for study systematic shifts 

in one set of parameters.   The models refer to a simple, closed, 

two-region economy, with an advanced region A and a backward region B. 
IT/ 

Table 1 illustrates the behavior of the savings ratio.       In 

most of the conventional growth models savings are treated either as 

a constant fraction of national (regional) product, or a« a constant 

fraction of the share of profits.   We wish to argue here that these 

mathematically simple and elegant assumptions prejudge completely 

the conclusions that are to be drawn from such models in regard to 

H/    This table has been taken (except for an if^f**?** *• 
symbols A and B) fro« T. Victories, "Locational Choices in 
Planning," op..c¿i.. T**16 6» PP-96-97. 
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Inter-regional investment policy.    Instead of assuming such constant 

ratios we stipulate that the behavior of the savings ratio in the 

course of a normal development process characterized by cultural 

and political orientation to growth is a steady progressive advance 

up to some reasonable upper limit.    This limit is determined in 

practice not by considerations of foregone consumption but rather 

by technical and organizational considerations pertaining to the 

effective utilization of additional investment funds, i.e., by the 

absorption capacity of the economy for additional doses of investment. 

For the purposes of the model of Table 1 this upper limit has been 

set at 30# of regional product and the annual advance has been 

specified as 2#, a figure that is in all probability excessive but 

that serves to bring out the features of the model in a more pro- 

nounced fashion than a lesser increase.    In other words, it is 

assumed that in the course of economic development there is a pro- 

gressive recognition of the benefits of setting aside an increasing 

portion of net output for accumulation purposes, and this recognition 

is translated into an advancing savings ratio via the decisions of 

individual households and business firms (in predominantly private- 

enterprise economies) or the political decisions embodied in invest- 

ment targets (in centrally planned economies).    Growth models that 

incorporate such systematically advancing savings ratios have been 

investigated by Branko Horvat.^ The most salient feature of such 

models is the fact that after an initial lag in consumption (as 

compared with alternative models that maintain the savings ratio 

at its starting value) the models with advancing savings ratios 

yield a consumption profile that not only catches up with the 

consumption profiles of the alternative models, but outdistances 

them spectacularly within a short span of time.    On reasonable 

assumptions pertaining to the parameters of the model, the lag in 

consumption amounts to somewhere from one-*alf to ore full year 

at its greatest;  i.e., a given consumption level is reached this 

^   See references cited in an earlier footnote. 
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much later in calendar ti«« as compared with the alternative model 

that has a static savings ratio.    The tiae required for catching 

up is of the order of ten years.    It should be noted that neither 

the consumption lag nor the tiae required for catching up depend on 

the upper liait set on the savings ratio, but exclusively on the 

pace of the year-to-year advance of the latter; in other words, as 

far as consumption levels are concerned, there is no impediment for 

the rise of the saving« ratio to 50, 70, or even 90* of total 

product J    What limit« the rise of the saving« ratio to these 

•tratoapheric height« is the impossibility of effectively utilising 

the resulting phenomenal doses of capital, i.e., the built-in 

inertia of the cultural transformation process. 

While we stipulate a steady autonomous advance of the savings 

ratio as the normal behavior incorporated into our model, we assume 

that draining off capital from a given region for the purpose of ' 

transferring it for investment to another region will choke off the 

flow of saving«.   Thi« assumption is incorporated in the model by 

means of a rule that re-sets the base-line for the autonomous in- 

crease of savings to the actual investment ratio of the preceding 

period whenever savings are drained off )& While this rule is 

12/ 
The formula for the savings ratio is the following: 

v\   -   Max   (   aj-1+  a,   pj"1   + a,    L    ), 

where: 
t 

a±    savings ratio in region ¿ at tiae t 

t 
p±    investment ratio in region ¿ at time £ 

a    perlod-to-perlod autonomous advance of savings ratio 
(a fraction per time period) 

L   upper limit to advance of saving« ratio. 

It is noted that in Table 1 the advance of the savings ratio in 
Region A remains below 0.30; thus the limit on the autonomous 
advance of the savings ratio does not coae Into play up to the 
firth time period.    Apart from the systematic shirts in the savings 
ratio explained in the text that critically alter the growth path 
over time, the growth of each region from period to period follows 

í^ionafsíduSri:firn^ *•«•*•! *••-. » i««2^ 

mm 
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analytically convenient, it represents merely a drastically over- 

simplified illustration of the disincentive effects that are 

exercised upon autonomous development of a region by draining off 

the resources of that region.    Such a curtailment of savings might 

result in practice from the reduced profitability of private invest- 

ments when the funds needed for complementary private or social- 

overhead type investments are drained off (m a private-enterprise 

economy);  from the collapse of the political support for a high- 

savings policy (in a centrally planned economy);  or possibly from a 

mixture of the tuo.    In addition there will be adverse effects on the 

«orale of workers and managers alike that are translated into reduced 

labour productivity and a retardation of the process of technical 

advance and the generation of higher skills, which are superimposed 

upon the effects due to a reduction of the savings ratio.    It should 

of course be recognised that the device of reducing the base-line for 

the autonomous advance of savings to the investment ratio of the 
preceding year is no more than a very broad-brush attempt to represent 

the nature of such disincentive effects; in practice the effects 

might well be delayed or distributed over several periods of time 

and might have an unequal incidence in different sectors of the 

regional economy.   None the less, the model is put forth as an essen- 
tially valid illustration of the kind of effects that are to be expected 

from Inter-regional capital transfers. 

In Part (a) of Table 1 there are no inter-regional capital 

transfers; the growth of regional product in the advanced (A) and 

backward (B) regions can thus serve as a benchmark for studying 

the effects of capital transfers.   The total base-period capital 

investment is assumed to be higher in the advanced than in the back- 

ward region (650 vs.. 350 units); while the marginal capital/output 

ratio is set to favour the advanced region (3 vs. *).    Assuming 
initial incomes of 100 units in each of the two regions, these grow 

to U6.861 and 133.809, respectively, by the fifth period, while 

the initial Joint capital stock of 1000 units rises to 12T5.932 units. 
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In Part (b) of Table 1, it is assumed that one half of the savings of 

the backward region are at all times drained off and transferred to 

the advanced region for reinvestment.    The usual expectation in such 

a case would be that the Joint inter-regional product would now rise 

faster than before, since a given dose of investment yields a higher 

return in the advanced region whose capital/output ratio is more favour- 

able.    This conclusion, however, rests on the implicit assumption of 

fixed regional savings parameters.^ Our assumptions concerning the 

normal advance of the savings ratio together with the disincentive 

effects due to the withdrawal of regional resources, however, pro- 

foundly alter such a conclusion.    While the autonomous year-to-year 

increase of the savings ratio in the advanced region is unaffected 

by the resource transfer, savings in the backward region are cut 

back drastically.    Thus the system as a whole loses more by virtue 

of being deprived of part of the potential savings In the backward   • 

region than it gains by virtue of reinvesting the actual savings of 

this region at an improved capital/output ratio.    By reference to 

Table 1 it can be seen that growth in the advanced region is stimul- 

ated by considerably less than the growth lost in the backward region; 

accordingly, the levels of national product and capital stock, Jointly 

for the two regions, rise slower when capital Is drained off from the 

backward region than when each region grows on the basis of its own 

capital resources.    In the fifth year, combined regional product for 

the   to regions is only 26U.267 with capital transfers, as against 

280. Ó70 in the case of regional self-financing; while the correspond- 

ing combined levels of capital accumulation are 1199.500 and 1275.932, 
respectively. 

It requires emphasis that this result is due to a fundamental 

asvometry in the assumptions concerning incentive effects.    While we 

assume a strong disincentive effect in the losing region, we deny a 

& 
Alternately, symmetrical ineentive and disincentive effects 
between the two regions will lead to the same result. 
T. Vietoriss, OP.cit. 
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correan« positive incentive effect in the regi« that ga n. 

resource., since «e stiate that the rate of autonomous cultura! 
Lotion ^ he elective* speeds up by additional   o.e. 

„f capita, inve.t»snt.    The.« assumption, are perhaps vulnerable to 

th. charge of being too strong.   The disincentive effect, m th. 

To:/»* i- -** - - - - «- - -1* ::T ir8* 
a. « have postulated, vhlle the receiving reglón might m fact 
succe* in spring up slightly it. cultural transforation process 

^r the influence of the extra abundance of capital resource.     Y* 

there 1. no cuestión that the con.ia.~tic. here -*«-*»« ' 
„o^rful modifying ««* on the —1 =°nclu.ion. that   en* to 

Tpport geo^lcally concentrate, g^th.   These ~—^ 

BU.t therefor, be incorporated into the usual industrial location 

criteria in order to escape from the blase, to vhich the UtUr nov 

glve ri.e.    This 111 1» J»•- *T ln *"" "^ ^^ 

Table S illu.trat« the second of th. three Inter-regione 

^h model, .elect* for study.   TM. -del «^~ "J" 
"ZZ* of th. absorption capacity of a «gion.    Part (a) ofth. 

table again serve, to create a benchmark for comparison    The 

;UL h«. 1. that in th. ab.er.ce of "*-"*»*"** 

tLL each r^ion -m -»—c a gr~th —»^^ 
natural «p.».!« of It. absorpti«, capacity     *rd~"^£ 

-^•^a+*» attention on the absorption capaci*?, ww » 
the model and concentrate attention o „iti^d- 

a        . «f the aavings ratio in each region has been omitted, 
tonomous advance of the savings ra crucial.    Thus 

4    *nv realise model its inclusion would of course be cruciai. 
7X^ - « ,-pose. or define the «odel that in ~* 

Ü «- -in«, ~tio i- a -table ** and that the absout on 
*- -+-T» with the capital growth that 

capacity of the «gion «ro» in *T*^     ' „ rf laTlB8.. 
correa, to the reinvests of th. •^ « ^ .^ , 

In th. ta>!. this -~*£ -     >.Tri., vi the total _~ 
and is seen to coincide, in Part ya.) 01 w« • 
"capital.    Once th. ahsorptl» capacity 1. «--. » - *£ <*> 
of th. ta«, vhsn hair th. saving, of region B are transfer»* to 
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region A. the «PiW^ »«o beco... — «»favourable   I» 
r. pr»ent ca.. th. capital/output »tlo La. b«n a..««* t, rie. 
^.Tf 5 m «Sion A a. th. abaorp«« capacity of th. regi» 

1. ««1.4;  in ««ion B lt ha. th. valu« of ». 

!» Part (b) of the tabi« th. valu, of f for each region 1. ti. 

w. a. in Part (.) but th. vaio, of K, total capita!, «n no. 
^«4* .   «h« thl. 1. th. CM. th. aaaitlon to M product ofth. 

S« regi« (mu- A in th. illuatratlv. .odel) U-— 

t„ «Lut of «o part..    Th. fir.t »art 1. calculate* fr». ** 

«rtl« of total lnv«tment m region A vhlch correepond. to th. 
portion or w»ai divided by th. 
incr».. in ebwrptlve capacity:    thl. portion 

, .     „» of *i     To get the .«cond part of region A«, eaoital/output ratio of >.    »o gei 
capitai      í~ in«.»««!*. ü> region A 1. 
prcauct mere«., th. reet of total ^ detertoP.tion 
divided by th. capital/output ratio of 5, reflecting t      ^^ 
oivioea   , iaveetaent a. the region', abwrption 
of the effective»««, of extra inveita«•. „,___, 
capacity i. «xc-ed.    All other co.put.tlon. are .tralghtf««*. 
capacity ut»   ^ ,,, y,, t»Die dieclo». that 
An inspection of the growth profile, in tn. 
mi «»-i— ^.i-, ni« loes and tnax 

_,      AI. »*<n is mor« than offset by region u » *«• 
region A'» gain 1« ***** „^uet and total capital 
correspondingly both total inter-regional product and total     px 

region B to region A. 
« a lUit 1--- « the »ount of capital that «n **- 

.orbed at favourable «pitaVoutput ratio, counteract>««*-- 

ln «.e -***-. - —- ¡r^ ti :^u <* 
«.in be eject- that « «—"£n£- ^ ,„ w 

cases the economy of the receiving m ^ tJmt 
,4   «* «* oAtiital absorption capacity, ana vu» 

well below its own limit of capital aww^         .MBtoA 

will be favourable,    A« rar *• '-"*' <«•«-*_ 
*M. »i«ht veil be the case, in particular if the inter- 

goes, this *lght ^* aâwced regloß. opérât« 
regional syst« as a whole including Mlltical 

-        4 .veintiún due to social and politicai under conditions of semi-stagnation aue 
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rigidities.    It i. noteworthy, however, that our argument gaine in 

persuasiveness precisely to the extent that the development process 

a. a whole is proceeding in a satisfactory manner, i.e., that the 

generation of capital as a byproduct of growth pushes strongly 

against the absorptive capacity of both advanced and backward 

ragion..    This also underline, the need for considering the liait 

on absorption capacity not independently of the autonomous advance 

of the saving, ratio, as was done here for purely expositions! 

Purposes, but in conjunction with the latter, since an autonomous 

advance in the savings ratio is sure to raise saving, eventually 

to such a high levl^that the absorption capacity becos.es the 

binding constraint.    Thus the draining of capital resources from 

the backward to the advanced region becane. a rational policy, as 

far as absorption capacity i. concerned, only under conditions 

of semi-stagnation:    an ironical result, since stagnation, fro« the 
•ocia! point of view, is the height of irrationality. 

Table 3 illustrate, a systematic shift in labour productivity 

Technology ic here assumed to be described by a Cobb-Douglae function 
of the fora 

Y -   Y   K0-5 L0-5 

o » 

with a Barrod-neutral technological Improvement of 2.5* per year 

that can be «presented a. an equivalent «pañalón of the labour 

force alone.-^ Assuming a simultaneous biological expansion of the 
labour force by another 2.5* per year, ¡tot (.) of Able 5 shov. a 

cu-ulatlve 5* annual mcrease of the effective labour force in 
«ch region,    Fart (a) ls „^ ^ ^ „^^ a ^^^ ^ 

a/ 

2g/ 

«Ju^ì• •arller> «>«•• 1» no constraint based on consider» 

force^Ä» \Tl^ ï-i «Î««5S*. ^bour 
units in «h «gion vîtn V^ÄU «¿loTf .£ J» 

«:      *rzr^^.- ^, 
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growth under conditions of no capital transfer between regione. 

When capital is drained away from the backward region, however] 

it is assumed that this will create disincentive effects of 

sufficient impact to choke back technological improvement: 

accordingly, the growth of the effective labour force will be 

reduced to the biological growth rate of 2.5* per year.   Part 

(b) of the table indicates that under these conditions both the 

increase of the Joint income of the two regions and the total 

accumulation of capital is reduced,  indicating that the benefit, 

accruing to region A are more than offset by the damage done in 

region B.    As before, the issue might be raised whether the model 

does not overstate the impact of capital withdrawal on regional 

productivity.    Since the institutional conditions surrounding 

a policy of such capital transfer are likely to be highly unfavour- 
able to the backward region, it can be argued that under such 

conditions the entire cultural transformation process is likely 

to be slowed down critically, if not stopped; thus the postulate 

of a strong impact is reasonable, even though its exact quantifica- 
tion can be the subject of debate. 

In sum, each of the three parameter shifts that have been 

individually embodied in illuetrative aggregate-level models 

have the effect of modifying ir. the same direction the conclusion. 

(footnote continued) 

fTf/i1•1^ ln region A ****'> its value i. thus VVT 
S\• ' TfS011^' if ^P1**1 «dowment. are assumed to 
ment^í ^°\ Ï* ^ * n°ted' hoWW«". «** the^ioÜ ment of region A is less than that of region B which is 
2"2Sh ÎS th; M~«'ti~ of th. «-S in Table. 1 and 2 
In which the advanced region was assumed to be endowed with' 
more capital.    This inconsistency can be re.olved ifit 1? 

STL-* Î* °*Wto*- ^cUon^eTSVSe coiíuía- tions is merely an approximation to the true production 

ÎTiïîîîîî functi«¡, «Pecifically, must be assumed to have 
an initial range of increasing returns to capital.    Thus the 

SEÍÍE?^ ÏÎ*1" thto **• amount that *• *"«d to to operative in the approximating Cobb-Douglas function.   Table 1 
contains only the latter amount« «*»*„>, .«- ^    , symbol K». anount« which are designated by the 
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drawn from the neoclassical versions of these models. In each 

case, the effect is one of discouraging the transfer of resources 

from the backward region to the advanced region. 

Some of the possible objections to the assumptions embodied 

in the models have already been mentioned. These objections 

centre on the overstatement of the adverse effects of resource 

transfers. Yet the force of these objections is considerable 

diminished when it is taken into account that the three effect, 

that have been isolated for purposes of presentation in fact work 

together and reinforce each other; besides, there are additional 

effect, (some of which have been mentioned in the discursive 

part of the paper) that have not been quantified in separate 

models. Taken together, the Joint impact of these effects has 

a decisive influence on interregional industrial location 

criteria. 

Before passing on to the definition of such criteria tvo 

further objections vili be taken up. 

First, it »ay be asserted that the resource tranefer. embodied 

in the «del. are excessive and that their impact, are largely 

discontinuous; thus if consideration were given to «»ll«- trans- 

fer, vlth graduated Impacts, It might veil turn out that some 

recree transfer, are at time, advantageous for the .yetem as a 

vnole. Thu. in coneldering the abeorptive capacity for capital, 

instead of postulating a discontinuous deterioration of the 

capita-output ratio from 5 to 5 a. the absorption capacity of 

region A is exceeded. It »Ight be postulated that the deteriora- 

tion i. grrfual and related to the extent of the excess. Thus a 

„odest overstwlng of the nominal absorptive capacity vould 

raise the capital/output ratio only slightly m region A. vnll. 

leading it still belov that of region B. **er these assu-ptlon. 

the degree of resource transfer vould be optimal vhen It lov«. 
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the capital/output ratio of region A to that of region B. In a 

similar vein, the reduction in the technological improvement in 

the third model might be made gradual in response to an increase 

in the ratio of transferred savings rather than being treated as 

an all-or-nothing proposition: here again the more favourable 

capital productivity of region A might offset the adverse effects 

on region B as long as the degree of transfer is maintained 

small. 

There is merit to these objections, but only in so far as the 

assumption of gradual impacts can be complemented in practice by 

the assumption of carefully graduated policies that adjust the 

system to an optimal balance of opposing forces. This is hardly 

likely to be the case. Policies in this area are much more likely 

to be embodied in broad directives or operational principles that 

in many cases have an all-or-nothing character. If it is decided 

to channel resources into favoured areas, or to permit market 

forces to do so.^/this policy is likely to be carried beyond the 

point of balance - vhich is in any case almost impossible to 

measure - and is moreover likely to go hand in hand with a 

iS fftsto neglect of the backward areas, flowing from an exclusive 

concentration of technological factors, to the disregard of the 

social, cultural, and political issues of broad-based development. 

Second, it may be objected that the analysis leaves aside all 

economies of scale, of agglomeration, and of urbanisation; that 

these are nevertheless the controlling considerations in decisions 

of spatial resource allocation, overriding such allegedly secondary 

issues as the ones on which this paper has concentrated. 

22/ 
The publicly announced development policy of a government 
«ey at times pay lip service to the opposite strategy of 
channelling resources into the backward regions, but the 
merest amounts of aid that flow to these regions are on the 

ES! ín1^ r^W * ^o «»Pita! flows of vartous 
kinds^that typically move from the backward to the advanced 

Aü 
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tut methodological probi« connected with theee economie» 

i. the fact that they cannot be explicit^ Included In aggregate- 

level model., .ince they operate at the level of individual 
productive actlvltle..   Yet allowance can be and m fact ha. been 

„ade for them, m^"1* ln th« f"" «* ** **' ftlWM» 

^ m .^n.^ «Ian 1n «açh mpde¿,   In .pite of the fact that 

the backward region, have many tarèrent opportunitle. that e» 

be exploited under condition, that avoid the dl.lnl.hlng return. 

awoclated with the hlgh-lnten.ity operation, of advanced region, 
(eg     extractive actlvltle.).    TM. argument therefore hinge, on 

the exact value of the capital/output ratio that can be legitimately 

populated for region, of varying .He and level of develop-nt. 

The value. ln.erted In the «41. can be taken to character!« 

.liable region., having at loaat on. major metropolis concent»- 

tion.    A. the .1.« of region, deer».«, the qualitative argu—t. 

concerning the need to bring out the full human and productive 

potential, of the Inhabit«* .till hold In full force; howvr, 
It 1. obvlou. that an attempt to «produce the economic rfructur. 

of the major «glon. In the microco» of regie«. bawd on Individ- 

ual village, or hamlet, would run counter to fundamental tech- 
nological realltie. Involving econome, of .cale, of agglo.er.tlon, 

end of urg»l«tion, and would be futile.    Exactly where the line 

h« to be dr»m brfw«n major r*lona and micro-region, camot 

b. preci..ly .tat*; but the thw. aggregate model. dl««M- 

above Ice their validity in anting the probi« of th^mr. 
It 1. beyond the .cop. of the P»«nt M« to explore alt«mtlT. 

enprcech« to Inter-r^onal d^opment at thl. level.   •- -W 

UM. that arie, include at le«t the following:   the choice of 

.trategle. for technical progr.M in agriculture; ^>•«* 
MerarchK»! organl»tion of genomic actlvltle.. with the l~g«r- 

.cale and technically nor. eophlrticefd activitle. concent»« 

into the l«g« centre.; the 1..» of the develop-nt of lo-l 
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Industrie« aiwd at satisfying local demand; tht reliance on 

secondary and local resources for local development; the inte- 

gration of the seasonal labour requirement« of agriculture 
with industrialisation objectives; and many more. 

D.    COifCLUBIOH:  
HfTER-RKIONAL LOCATIMI ffp Tmi^ 

The previous argument lends strong support to the policy 

conclusion of regional self-financing, at least at the level of 

•ajar regions.    Thus the development of each region is to pro- 

ceed on the basis of capital resources that are generated within 

the region as a byproduct of the growth process itself.    Net 

transfers of resources frosi the advanced to the backward régions 

are ruled out as next to impossible to achieve in predominantly 

private-enterprise and mixed economies; even in centrally planned 

economies the probability of achieving major net transfers of this 

kind is rated as low.   The policy objective then becomes twofold: 

(1) attempt to restrict or to eliminate net resource transfers from 

the backward to the advanced regions; (2) define an industrial 

location strategy that will significantly support the autonomous 
development efforts of the backward regions, without creating a 
drag on the development of the advanced regions. 

The present section vili concentrate on the second policy 

objective.    The Instrument of choice is an inter-regional counter- 

part of the Mtrade-not-aldM policy that has been extensively 

discussed in the lntsmatlonal context but that is equally applicable, 

In fact considerably easier to apply, at the level of regions within ' 
a single country. 

Our discussion will again be based on the simple Illustrative 
conceptual model consisting of two regions, an advanced region A and 

a backward region B.   Ttim system of two regions Is closed.    Inter- 

ftiPl^l frtfiiftr» are now ruled ayf hv ^mmm**^.**»* ft*. 
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«ach region imports of goods and services from the ©the.- region are 

equal to exports of goods and services to the other region.    It is 

assumed, as in the first model (Table l) of the previous section, 

that there is a progressive autonomous increase in the savings 

ratio up to a limiting ratio L that takes place in the course of 

development of each region unless choked off by constraining 

influences.    Since capital transfers are ruled out, the principal 

constraining influence in the backward region is assumed to be 

its inability to convert its potential savings into investment. 

The savings ratio in region B is thus prevented from taking    it« 

normal, autonomously rising course. 

Region B is assumed to have only traditional exports to 

region A.    The demand for such exports in region A has an incase 

elasticity lover than unity; thus the growth rate of these exports 

is lower than the growth rate of region A. 

Imports to region B equal exports from region B.    In order 

to make our point in the strongest possible form, we will assume 

that these imports consist entirely of investment goods, which 
region B is incapable of producing at a reasonable capital/output 

ratio due to scale limitations.    Under these conditions, the 

growth rate of investments in region B is limited to the rate of 

growth of its exports, which will always be below the growth 

rate of region A'e income. 

AU of these assumptions, while extreme, represent in a 

simplified isiy concrete aspects of economic reality.   While 

inter-regional capital «ovements can actually differ from sero, 

it is not an unreasonable assumption that the overwhelming portion 

of the capital required for economic growth has to come out of 

the internal resources of each region.    This question has been 
dealt with at length in the previous section.   The nature of trad- 
itional exports and the income elasticities characteristic of these 

can be accepted without further justification; likewise, the great 
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limitations on the ability of the backward region to produce capital 

goods are not open to serious doubt, provided that exception is made 

for such items as construction.    The nost questionable assumption 

of the above set is that imports to region B will consist entirely 

of capital goods; however, if this assumption is weakened, the lag 

of the backward region is made that much more pronounced, thereby 
strengthening the conclusions to follow. 

ffiM&ian the advanced rogion do within the context of piümUny i 

to «Toarte the mwttl Qf the lagging raion, given the above assunm- 
¿iflQfX   First, to the extent that it breaks any constraints upon 

its own growth, it will follow the autonomous upward path of the 

saving« ratio discussed earlier, with a corresponding self- 

accelerating growth pattern up to a given limit.   The effect of 

this accelerated growth in region A will be translated into a 

higher demand for traditional exports from region B to region A, 

and a correspondingly higher growth of investments in region B, 

leading finally to a higher rate of growth in region B.    This will 

benefit region B, but it will still tend to widen the relative gap 
between the two regions. 

Secondly, while capital transfers are ruled out by assumption, 

rejqon A can break the constraints upon the conversion of notent^] 

savings into investment in region B.    Region A can do this by planning 
to import certain commodities it r«squires, from new productive 

sources located in region B which are financed out of the savings 

of region B itself.    By thus assuring a market for this new invest- 

ment, region A helps region B to create new exports in Unes other 

than the traditional ones and thereby raises the supply of invest- 

ment goods to B.    Total exports of region B increase above the 

amount corresponding to traditional exports alone, and the con- 

straint on the procurement of investment goods in region B is 
relaxed.    Savings can now rise to the level permitted by the 

availability of investment goods.    Thus the way is opened to the 
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progWMlv. .«tone-oi» «P».!« of th. aavlng. ratio in B, until 

lt «.ntuelly reach« th. limiting .aving ratio, at which point 

region B i. In th. proc.» of full-fledged rapid development. 

So«, car. i« n«ded m .pecifying ">• .échenla*, of the «panai» 

of total «port, in «gion B »dar th. condition of zero capital 

tranafar. when n« non-traditional export »arm. are open* up. 

I» order to creat. th«. additional «port«, region B ha. to 

channel it. liait* .upply of inv..t«nt good. Into new!, built 

capacity for non-tradltlonal export..   Thl. can be done either 
at th. «pen., of inv«t»ent in traditio«! «port line. (needed 

for th. routin. expan.ion of th... traditional export.) orel«, 

it can b. den. at th. «pen., of lnv«t««t In con.uner-good. 

production for th. domeetlc market.    For »exlmal growth, th. 
for.« lnve.tm.nt ha. to b. ltft untouched, In order to be ahi. 

to add th. new «port, on top of th. nor«! growth of th. tradi- 

tio«! one..    1*1. cour., of action, howler, may i»ply (d.p«»ding 

upon th. parameter, of th. probi«) a f»ter Increa.. In th. 
»vlng. ratio th« th. autonomo«. yeer-to-yr Increa.. vil! permit, 

in a» ca... th. .ituation -ay ari« that »ving. in region » 

t-eorarily fall abort of th. amoung that would b. r^ired to take 

full edventag. of th. n« export **rk*..   Such a .ituation can be 

.„id- if th. Planning of n« lln.. of .upply for region A   be.ed 

on productif. inT»tm«t. in region B, i. coordinated v«h th. 

„allabl. mere«, of «.mg. in region B.   Th. ~« J^"* ~ 
.Ul eleo «.ur. that th. n« mark*, that er. created for rag^n 

„. .ufficlently «t«.lx. to p«-it th. -r-f-l ral.ing of the 
« .il +ti« v-vv ux> to the final limiting savings ratio in ragion B all th« vay up • * 

ratio, and not only part of the nay. 

Th. l^-t-nt. in region B ei«d at «nring new. ""V 

treditic«! «port mark*, will typical!, ta*, place * ~»"~M' 
«r. favourable capital/output ratio, than could be «hl«d In 

 - ••^•'-^^—^-^"^-*-" 
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the same line« of production if they vere intended solely for the 

internal market of region B.    This is due to the economies of 

scale that can be achieved when serving the combined markets of 

both regions.   Therefore, whenever there is an internal market 

in region B for a new line of production that becomes a non- 

traditional export line, the export-oriented investments produce 

an additional benefit in that they reduce the unit capital 

requirement« for producing the same commodity for the internal 

market.    Thue the channelling of investments into export industrie« 

does not cut into domestic consumption possibilities as deeply 

as might otherwise be the case.   This is readily apparent in the 

case of consumer goods or their intermediates.    When the new 

exports happen to be in a capital-goods or intermediate producers' 

goods line, there la a similar extra benefit over and above the 

value of export« generated, to the extent that an internal market 

exists that can be supplied at a reduced capital/output ratio. 

What are the overall benefits of planned "trade-«iot-aid"? 

The benefits to the backward region have been indicated above; those 

to the system as a whole are almost equally transparent.   When the 

plinned trade-not-aid policy is pursued, capital accumulation in 

the advanced region is unaffected, while capital accumulation in the 

lagging region is sharply increased ; consequently, the growth of the 

system as a whole must increase unless the additional capital 

accumulation within the «ysteei is more than compensated by an 

increase in the average capital/output ratio for the system as a 
whole.    To this issue we now turn. 

Under a rational development policy, the industries or branches 

selected for the trade-not-aid approach will be the ones which either 

have an absolute cost advantage in the backward region or are at 

least reasonably footloose,  i.e., whose cost structure is not 

critically influenced by geographical location.    In the combined 

market of i-he two regions, such footloose industries will typically 

achieve economies of scale not available in either market alone. 

> 
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. . •—¿.-nnt-fiia solisi »uch Indu»*1,1*» v"* 

located in A, their projet, vould be «eluded ft«, ««ion B 
except for th* »od..t Élprt (under our assueptio». con.l ting 

"tiTely of »Pital «ood.) that could b. financed -* - «*« >" 
traditional «port- to regi» A, thus the economie, of seal« of 

.erving th. combine» -*« ~" * *"— ta *~ fT^" 
The disadvantage, vould, hc«ver, not stop here.    Those W-, 
vhich und« a trade-not^id policy «»Id continue being located 
region A could also achieve «—1- of scale in the «e*- 
regional «rkets; -reov«. there are traditional gain, fro» 
trade that could he achieved even in th. ab.enc. of econo«ie.of 
.caie by regional .pedali»««,.   Without a trader-aid policy 
Tt of t-e .—«• -Id also b. foregone, except for ^inor 

one. that vould .till be captured by the »odest a«unt of trad, 
p^ttt* by th. «rket for region B-s traditional export.. 

Unier a trade^ot^id policy all of th. forgoing *»»flt' 
vili accrue to th. syst- a. a vhole, reducing th. average capital/ 

Xt ratio.    Conver.*,, industrial locati» in B *»-*"« 

ZTc^ «tat. will typically al» hav. "«—*M~ £~ 
transport cost., lover productivity and quality, or unfavourable 
TelrTerLtlai. in agglo«r.tion and urbani»ti«-typ. econc-ie. 

net differential, in «** ^ ^ „^.t 
and diseconomie».    The., »etra cost» nave w> 

the benefit, enumerated above. 

«,, such a cost c«pari«n i. atf pted on an U~»>^ 

lB4u*ry b»i. it - to b. clearly und^tood *-^^ 
. ..MMri    Por «act result, it v«w an amroxisation can ever be achieve«.    ">r «•"• 

•„ o-mr. the «tire develop*»* profile in the be necssary to coapare tue em.ir» _„_,. 
«ree-c. a. vtìl a. in th. ab«nc. of a trad.Hnot-.ld policy, 
pre.-,« a. veil as     trad-not-ald and Jointly 

—• *lthln *• -^t !! llT.tm r-ain to b. d^«-in- 
pUnned clonal MW-t it «•" """^ ^ b-w-l 
vnat va. th. b-t possible divl.ion of product!« actlv 

th. tvo region..   Since —1. of «al. are -»«-^ 
rating probi- 1. nontax and cannot b. exactly rt-J^ 

a «thod of ^-.tic «—• * «- »^~—   AWroXl* 
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tiona, none the lea«, are of great value.^ 

The lndu»try-by-induatry locaticral comparison is one such 
approximation.   Thle approximation can be undertaken at a crude 

aggregate level, concentrating an the capital/output ratio, or it 

can he undertaken at a core eophisticated level, relying on 

detailed programming models (linear on convex nonlinear) that 

yield appropriate shadow prices for all resources, permitting 

a more exact definition of costs and benefits.    In either case 

what requires quantification is the interplay of the factors 

mentioned before:    economies of scale in the combined market, 

économes of epecialiiation, and increased capital formation'on 

the one side, as against extra costs, productivity and quality 

losses, and lost economies of agglomeration and urganiiation on 
the other side. 

Three cases may arise in the course of such a comparison. 

(1) If the comparison of ccjj& alone, not allowing for 

increased capital formation in the backward region, comes out 

in favour of the latter, the planned trade-not-aid policy vili 

benefit not only the backward region, but aleo the advanced 
region. 

(2) If the coet comparison favours region A, relocating 

the industry in region B will increase cost., i.e., in ter«, of 

crude aggregate models, it will raise the capital/output ratio. 

Such an increase may nevertheles. still be more than compensated, 

a« far as the syst« as a whole is concerned, by the additional ' 

capital gmerated in region B.    In such a case the planned trade- 

not-aid policy will favour the backward region and the system as 
a whole, but not the advanced region. 

gy 
IZ Î  ÎÏ!ÎU? di,Sï"ion * ** **°*l— rai«€d by «»convexity 
••• T. Vletorles, "Decentralisation in non-convex ay»W» 
Coherence pap«., leonometric Society Meetings, lfewTork   ioé?. 
forthcoming m Uhi ted Kations, Invetriai isS^JTL SL55^ 
Bulletin 12 (in press).   An earfflT?SÌ?ì!*?.    J?f 5*tt*ttTttY, 
the title ProlectKvIi amrxi«r ••»ion is available under 

Syapoeiua on Industrial Project Evaluation. PrajroT 1965 
Discussion Paper CID/IFE/B.28. •««ue, 1965, 
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In dealing with this case, we have to be particularly care- 

ful about the «act. definition we wish to give to the postulat« 

of no capital transfers between regions.    If an Industry haa a 

locational disadvantage in region B but is nevertheless located 

there in order to give region B an export outlet, then notwith- 

standing the reaultlng overall benefit for the system as a whole, 

region A will experience a rise in the price of the respective 

commodity, provided that factor prices in the two regions are held 

constant.    Such a price rise, however, would amount to a de usta 

capital transfer from region A to region B which, under our initial 

postulate, must be ««eluded.   This can be achieved by subsidising 

the transfer price of the commodity fro. region B to region A, the 

subsidy being taker: out of region B's factor incomee.    In this way 

rmglon A can always be left no worae off than before, just ao long 

aa there remains any net benefit to region B after the tranefer- 

price adjustment.*^ 
(3)    The cosv comparison can cerne out so auch to the dis- 

advantage of a location in region B that any additional «aringa 

generated in the latter region are »ore than coapenaated by 

deterioration of the overall capital/output ratio.    In thi« case, 

insistence on selecting this particular industry within thm 

work of the trade-not-aid policy will result in an actual 

tion of the income of the system a. a whole.    If «H. c-e should 
prevail for all industries, the development of the lagging region 

cannot be stimulated within the framework of this model without 

« reduction of the income of the two-region system a« a whole. 

Political constraint«, di«cussed in Section B above, «ay of 

•tiU dictate location In the backward region. 

25/ A «lallar adjumtaent eight »Hob« *•***•* *• *T - 
«ituations falling within the domain of «*£^ •^ î'«- 
when an industry haa a slight ^ti«iai^f^i!! Ì\!Ur 
yiTthe dellvmred price in A rise« somewhat due to a longer 
transport   eul. 
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In sum, the planned trade-not-*id policy produces benefits 

*•*•»••. £&§&, it raises capital formation in the lagging region 

by means of removing the constraints on the conversion of savings 

into investment;  second,, because it creates economies of largi- 

scale production in the combined market of the two regions; and 

ifeird, because it yields the conventional gains from trade incident 

apon inter-regional specialization.    The combined effect of these 

benefits will r»*sç the joint product of the two ,-*«,, except in 

the unlikely event that it is impossible to find any industries 

that can supply the combined markets of the two regions from a 

location in region B without incurring overwhelming cost dis- 

advantages.    To outweigh the benefits accruing to the system as 

a whole, these cost disadvantages have to be heavy enough to 

offset not only the potential economies of scale and specialization, 

but also the additional savings and the resultant investment and 

growth that are created in region B.     In addition, the advanced 

region generally share« in t.w» H-^^ ^ a considerable extent 

due to the broadening of the markets for its industries, not only 

as a result of the combination of the separate regional markets, 

but also following region B's induced, accelerated income growth. 

These benefits to the advanced region can be negated only by strong 

cost disadvantages of locating new export industries in the back- 

nerd region, when overall system benefits depend exclusively on the 

additional savings induced in the latter region.    Political constraints 

arising out of the cohesion of the inter-regional system may even 

so dictate a trade-not-aid policy in favour of the backward region. 

These conclusions acquire particular force to the extent that 

the social and political conditions for rapid development, with 

autonomously rising savings ratios, productivities, and skill 

levels, are already present.    Under conditions of stagnation or 

semi-stagnation all secondary questions of social rationality, such 

as the precise criteria for the inter-regional location of industry, 

become irrelevant in comparison with the key question of a strategy' 

for establishing the pre-conditions for a social orientation to 
growth. 
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i^ff^ TO FIGURED 

Figure 1 prient, a linear programing model In Tucker', 

combinatorial format. Activity .cales (X and H variable.) 

appear in the bottom margin; price. (P and R variable.) appear in 

the right margin. Slack variable, are omitted. 

tonj^ZS^.  Output, or .upplie. are poeitive; input., 

requirement., or demand, are negative. 

TMgure 1-A 

*v.ic^. « labour *1U., each accounted for .eparat*,- 

VtL, and » a .tocK.    Colu«.. resent activltl«:   «ac- 
tion of good, or of «ill., th. carryover of .tod» of good^or 

.Kill, fro. on. ti», period to the other; or «"-^ "J* 
conation, of .upplie. or d-and. that are entered in the «*1 
„ glven data.    A given coefficient in the table r^r..ent. a» 
output (.»PPly) or an input (requir-ent, d«end) of a gl«n r- 

.ource per unit of activity .cale. 
Baja«,»    Multiply each coefficient in the table b, **. 

acti^^cTof it. col«, (the X or H ~««-"£ 
foot of th. colu» in vhich th. coefficient i. ^^J•* 

^«. total output (.«PPly) or input l*•**^'"]*^. 
f„aourc. at the activity .cale ***** + ••* » « -^ 
«a aU.braic.Uy -1 Product, in a given rov.    «. - "•«I-* 
(if poTitiv.) or overdo (if native) of th. *•»*. * — 

specified activity .cales. 

SoiaLan*^- ^"^ ^ coeffir* JILT J^t ^1" «of T¡. ro» (th. P or R variable app-ring at «. rU*t 

.J-ku-a—maM* mm. 
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•argin of the row in which the coefficient is located). This 

yield« the total revenue (for positive coefficient«) or total 

cost (for negative coefficient«) associated with the sale or 

purchase of the resource in question, at the prices designated 

by the P or R variables. Add algebraically all products ir. a 

given column, ine sua is the profit (if positive) or loss (if 

negative) of running the given activity at unit level, cal- 

culated at the specified resource prices. 

Figure 1-B 

**«ure 1-B represents in condensed fona the interconnections 

between sub-models providing resource balances for single time 

Periods. The X, H, F, and R variables in Figure 1-B are vectors, 

and the coefficients in the table are matrices. All rule, given'for 

Table 1-A are valid for Table 1-B if the operation, are under- 

taken following matrix algebra. In particular, the intersection 

of Rows 1-5 and Columns 1-5 in Table 1-A is designated by the 

«yabol F in lable 1-B, where the superscript ¿ refers to the time 

period in question. Likewise, the Intersection of Rows 6-10 and 

Columns 1-5 in Table 1-A is designated by the symbol fi* in Table 

1-B; and the diagonals made up of (+1) or (-1) elements are 

designated by +£ and ^1 respectively. 

Optimisation. The table as given is a simple accounting 

device, m order to use it for optimisation, certain variables 

have to be pre-set to constant values. These include the exogenous 

•««tar for each ti«» period, usually pre-aet to unit «cale; the 

•tock carry-over vector fl° for the sero time period, which fixes 

the pre-existing stock levels; and the stock and flow price 

•«»tors P5 and R5 for the fifth time period that establish the 

valuation of terminal «tock«. The optimisation can then be ex- 

pressed in two closely related ways: 

(1) Choose a progra» of activity scales by setting the 

«saining X and H variables to any desired non-negative values. 
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Among all possible programmes of thl. Kind, identify « optimal a 

programme which maximize, the value of terminal stock, while 
Teaving a po.itlve or zero surplu. (row balance) for each reeource. 

(2)   Choose a pattern of resource stock and flow price, by 

.etting the r-aining P and R variable, to any desired non-negative 

valu...    Among all PO..ible pattern, of this kind, Identify a. 

optimal a pattern which minimi,» the Joint profit on all ««--- 
Stiviti... while leaving a negative or zero profit on all act viti... 

T„tnrr—r»1- •* "*"»^   The maximand of the fir.t way 

o, optimizing will coincide with the minimand of the .econd w, of 

optimizing aft«- the «.pectlv. optima are Identified, provided 

that both problem, do have finit, optima.    In the optimal .olution, 

activltle. having lo.se. will occur at zero scale., and resource. 

having positive .urplu... will have zero valuation, (ft--owce. • 

The avoidance of negative .urplu». in the fir.t way of optimizing 1. 

an obvious d*vlc. for preventing resource bottleneck. In the optimal 

progr»*,.., the avoidance of positive profit, in the second w^ of 

optimi.!«* corre.pond. to the w^l-known efficiency condition of 

p^ect ccprtition which require, the elimination of all Profit, 

und« P»fetly comitive equilibrium.   The maximization of ter- 

minal stock valuation. 1. a device for putting the .yt- in the 
h„t pos.lbl. position for growth following the t«,lr*l P«-iod.   The 

.inlmization of profit, on the exogenou. activltle. 1. a device 

for reducing the .carclti« of exogenous* .upplied resource 

while enhancing the value, of «ogmouely demanded «.ourc«. 
—**„<+<••   The «rovth of the labour fore« 

i. handled a. an exogenous .upply a^ for skill of grade ¿, in 

•ach time period.    The parameter q, compri.e. the effect, of 

«trie, into the labour force (for .kill-grade zero), immigra- 

tion net of emigration in each .kill grade; and death, or 

retirement, fro» the labour force (a negative item).    If any 
amount, of .kill, of grade ¿ are generated out.ide the economic 

.phere covered by the model, e.g., by a .ocio-cultural proc... 

not .ubject to re.ource allocation con.idaration.. the.. amounf 

have to be included in the exogenou. «upply. 
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Education and trainiti« Sfratiti T** f and £ coefficients 

refer to ordinary flow and atock input» of physical good« into tha 

aducational and training activitiee, i.e., electricity (a flotr) 

OP inventories of daaka and benches (stocka). Tha -(1-d) and 

Kl-d) antriaa refer to the removal of lovar-grada skills and 

tha addition to highar-grade akilla raaulting fro* tha aduca- 

tional and training activitiaa; tha d. coefficiente in particular 

daaignata tha fraction of dropout» at each lavai. Tha antriaa 

of (-1) and (-h) in tha aducation and training activitiaa represent 

**• iSSSkt of trainees and teacher« tied down, respectively, by 

theee activities, while the process of training is under way. it 

is assumed for convenience that only the third level of skill acte 

in the capacity of teacher. It is further aasumed for convenience 

that each activity is self-contained within a «ingle time period; 

thia assumption can of course be easily relaxed and longer-tera 

training activitlee as well as varioua time lags can be introduced 

Into the aodel in any aanner desired. 

9 vflflft MnY-wTtr Kfrlll&tl. It is assumed for convenience 

that all stocks are liquidated at the end of each time period; thus 

etoek carry-over activities Interconnect just two eonaecutlve tlae 

perioda. No depreciation on physical stocks is assuaed; all with- 

drawals from stocks of skills, as already indicated in the previous 

aection, are handled exogenously. 

fl»*t 9f tevsTJii» The optimal pattern of priées ou be inter- 

preted a. » pattern of ÜESSSBiM Prices. In order to detersine a 

rate of Interest connecting any two tise periods, current priées are 

defined by reference to a common rate of Interest, using the cos- 

ventional diacountlng formula to connect current and discounted 

pricee. 8ince each stock-carry-over activity actually used has a 

aero return in teres of discounter; prices, this translate« into a 

formulm connecting the ratio of stock rests sad flow priées for a 

commodity (physical good or labour skills) with a psroentage 

cepital gain or loss in terms of current prices. Choosing a 
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^ua-atindaH .teck for which currant prie« ara «quai in tha ti«, 
^iod. yiaU. a rat. of infr^t dafinad a. tha ratio of r«tal 
prict to flow priea for tha valua-ataiidard .took.   Th. rato of 
intaraat ia not a funda-anta! proparty of tha «dal. une« it 

Wiaa with tha cholea of tha valua-atandard atock; but tha 
^ttam of diaeount* priora, —rfi«S diractly fro» tha o*ti«ia- 

tion, il fumtamntal. 

l¿¡ 






